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Summary 
In Moral Order Underground, attention is cast not only on sex workers 
but on actors such as punters, pimps, lookouts, gangsters in the red light district 
Geylang. Grounded in an interactionist approach and using a reflexive methodology, 
this thesis explores the stratified underground economy that these actors are 
embedded in. It discusses the field of social relationships in this economy and focuses 
on the routine, everyday interactions and experiences of its participants as they 
navigate in it. Routines examined include how social control agents regulate Geylang, 
how criminal actors manage risk and resolve conflicts between themselves and how 
streetwalkers transform men into punters. Through examining these activities, Moral 
Order Underground shows how the underground economy in Geylang, along with a 
moral order that is both enabling and constraining for its participants, is organized and 







The traffic light turned red. Orange headlights of vehicles on the main 
Geylang Road slowed their pace, resembling eyes, roving past white, yellow, blue and 
pink signboards of roadside shops trying to hold their attention.  
The green man flashed, and I weaved my way through cars.  
At the traffic light, a pedestrian peered a little too close for my comfort, 
his brows knitted and his lips shaped into a scowl. Three other Indian men surrounded an 
upside down Styrofoam box loaded with leaves and sauces for making betel nuts, 
chewing and conversing at the same time, adding to the din. Along the passageway that 
cut through the row of old doubled-storied shop houses that lined the road, a red chair 
accompanied each pillar, and a black plastic bag with approximately ten packets of 
cigarettes on top of it was on each chair. A Vietnamese stood opposite each setup. Eyes 
on passersby, he shuffled his feet every few minutes and called out in a low, terse voice, 
“Marlboro Lights.”  
People sat alone or in small groups at eating places situated densely down 
the corridor, sometimes talking in Malay or in various Chinese dialects. Several were 
engaging in small acts of intimacy such as giving a shoulder massage or resting one’s 
hands on someone else’s lap. Some shoved spoonfuls of food into their mouths. Some 
glanced around as others stared blankly into space.  Glasses of tea, coffee, beer or soft 
drinks waited around them to be picked up. 
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Bodies came together and parted, forming a faceless crowd streaming in 
and out of the passageway. Customers scrutinized vegetables in mini-markets, cell phone 
users and sellers haggled over prices in electronic shops, and drinkers with glowing 
cigarettes between their fingers strode through the heavy doors of KTV lounges, 
nightclubs and pubs. Near a closed dispensary and a bustling kopitiam (Hokkien: coffee 
shop), five Mainland Chinese women in their thirties, made up and dressed in attire that 
seemed to be designed to reveal more than it hide, lingered in a row. Most strolled past 
them nonchalantly, but several slackened their steps to steal a few glances. Geylang’s 
reputation spreads far and wide, so much so that it has been touted as one of Singapore’s 
top ten tourist attractions in TIME magazine1. Mention its name and images of street food, 
nightspots, religious associations, pugilistic clans, gambling dens and boarding houses 
may creep to mind. But leggy sex workers in body-hugging clothes are definitely at the 
forefront of one’s imagination. 
The warm air tonight was tinged with the exhaust fumes of vehicles, 
aromas of foods and the stench of body odors. At nine pm, the nightlife in Geylang was 
in high gear. I dodged a slightly flustered hawker who was carrying a steaming hotpot 
and headed down Lorong (Malay: Lane) 20. After all, the heart of Geylang’s sex industry 













Scholarly works on prostitution abound. That it is a topic much researched 
and written about is unsurprising, considering that even mentioning the topic in everyday 
conversation often provoke one reaction or another, whether it is a raised eyebrow, a wry 
smile, excited chatter or the beginnings of a moral diatribe. Most of the earliest attempts 
to understand prostitution sociologically understood it in a functionalistic manner (see 
Davis 1937 and Henriques 1968). In his classic piece The Sociology of Prostitution (1937) 
for instance, Davis claimed prostitution as a “necessary evil,” acting as the “most 
convenient sexual outlet for an army, and for the legions of strangers, perverts, and 
physically repulsive in our midst” (1937:755). It “performs a function, apparently, which 
no other institution fully performs” (1937:755). McIntosh wrote an eloquent retort against 
such opinions, claiming them to be essentialist and ultimately falling back on an ideology 
of male sexual needs. In a sarcastic remark that seemed to be directed at Davis, she noted 
that “prostitution is there for the needs of the male hunchback – no one asks how the 
female hunchback manages” (1978:54). 
It was after the demands for political and economic equality that feminism 
turned its attention to prostitution. Feminist theories on prostitution gained momentum in 
1970s and 80s, with much of the literature then opining that the institution symbolized an 
expression of male dominance and the sexual subordination of women (see MacKinnon 
1987, 1989; Dworkin 1981; Barry 1979, 1995; Jarvinen 1933). These radical feminists 
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criticized prostitution as violence against women, even asserting it as akin to “sexual 
slavery” (see Barry 1979). The sex in prostitution is asserted to be dehumanizing, 
demeaning and objectifying as it “reduces women to a body” (Barry 1995:23). Prostitutes 
have been referred to as “interchangeable” with plastic blow-up sex dolls “complete with 
orifices for penetration and ejaculation” (Barry 1995:35), and their vaginas akin to 
“garbage can[s] for hordes of anonymous men’s ejaculations” (Høigård and Finstad 
1986:180). While this ideological position has come under much flak within feminism 
itself, it still retains support from some academics (see Farley 2009; Jeffreys 2009) and 
non-governmental organizations like CATW (Coalition Against Trafficking in Women). 
They maintain that prostitution is violence against women, due to “the physical and 
psychological harms that prostituted women experience” (Jeffreys 2009:316). In 
particular, prostitution “ignores the pleasure and personhood of the woman whose body is 
used” and that “she dissociates emotionally from her body to survive.” These radical 
feminists also envision an “egalitarian sexuality,” seeing that as “necessary for women’s 
liberation, in which women have pleasure on their own terms” (Jeffreys 2009:318).  
Feminists like Pateman adopted a more nuanced argument against 
prostitution. Pateman pointed out that institutions such as marriage, employment and 
prostitution are constituted and maintained through contracts. With the prostitution 
contract, men are ensured access to women’s bodies in public, whereas with the marriage 
contract, they are granted legal sexual access to women. As terms of the contract favor 
the capitalist, husband and client, the contract acts as a legitimizing device by which 
women are controlled and subordinated, hence upholding patriarchy. A contractual 
relationship may be voluntary theoretically, but it is neither voluntary nor equal if one 
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party has little choice but to enter into it. In contract theory therefore, universal freedom 
is a “political fiction” (Pateman 1988:221). Besides this attack on contract theory, 
academics who are more directly associated with socialist feminist inclinations have 
claimed prostitution as caused by capitalism and patriarchy. Overall, for example, has 
asserted prostitution as “an inherently unequal practice defined by the intersection 
between capitalism and patriarchy” (Overall 1992:724). 
In contrast, several liberal feminists have noted that in much of the 
feminist literature, “there is no place for the experiences of sex workers who claim their 
work is not harmful or alienating” (Doezema 2001:27). Together with rights-based 
groups like COYOTE (Call Off Your Old Tired Ethics) and ICPR (International 
Committee for Prostitute Rights), they voice and echo a growing call for prostitution to 
be recognized as work, strategically shifting the debate on prostitution away from ethics, 
sin and crime and locating it within a discourse on labor, choice and civil rights. In 
addition, some academics have asserted that many forms of labor can be traced to the rise 
of patriarchal capitalist societies and the social inequalities they engender, putting the 
burden on feminists who oppose prostitution to show how it is different in kind, or be 
opposed to these other forms of labor too (see Shrage 1994)2.  
In line with the attempt to shift the debate to one of labor, choice and civil 
rights, some liberal feminists have redefined prostitution as “sex work” (Leigh 1997), 
seeing its increasing adoption worldwide as signs of a “shared political vision” (Doezema 
2001:29). Chapkis, while conceding that the notion of free choice is problematic as 
                                                
2 Pateman’s emphasis that a disagreement with prostitution does not equate to an opposition with 
prostitutes, and her argument that unlike the worker who sells his or her labor power to the capitalist, the 
prostitute who “contracts out use of her body” is “selling herself in a very real sense” (Pateman 1988:207), 
can be read against liberal feminists’ sentiments. 
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people are located in disadvantaged positions in hierarchical structures of sex, race and 
class, saw decisions to enter the trade as rational and further argued for commercial sex to 
be defined as “erotic labor” (Chapkis 1997). Such reconceptualizations of prostitution as 
“sex work” or “erotic labor” mark a progress beyond the functionalistic perspective that 
relies on essentialist assumptions about male sexual needs. “Sound prostitution” 
(Ericsson 1980:365), one divested of violence and coercion, has also been imagined. 
Other scholars and activists also stressed that feminist theories on sex 
work need to be sensitive to historical and contextual specificities, and not be reduced to 
grand, universalizing notions about prostitution as epitomizing women’s oppression 
while assuming a unified category of “woman” (see Shrage 1994). Kempadoo’s study of 
male and female sex workers and tourists in the Caribbean region (2001) for example, 
revealed their relationships to be not only configured on the basis of gender, but on 
ethnicity, “race”, and class as well. In a critical essay examining the position of CATW 
and its founder Kathleen Barry, Doezema unpacked how the metaphor of the “injured 
body” of the “third world trafficking victim” in feminist debates about trafficking served 
to advance feminist interests that may not tally with those of third world sex workers 
themselves (2001). Researchers like Shrage argued that commercial sex is “not inherently 
or essentially sexist, racist, classist and ageist” (Shrage 1994:567) in all cultural contexts. 
Such works can be interpreted as constituting an ongoing dialogue with both radical and 
socialist feminists, militating against portrayals of sex work as simply structured or 
caused by capitalism and patriarchy.  
  Academic works on prostitution have related it to various other topics too. 
Scholars have investigated it with regard to the concept of space, studying for instance 
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spatial conflicts between actors like residents and sex workers in red light districts as well 
as their consequences (see Hubbard 1999, 2000, 2004; Hubbard and Sanders 2003; Tani 
2002), and how street walkers use space creatively to manage risks (see Sanders 2004). 
The spatial distribution of prostitution have also been examined, with red light districts 
theorized as “zonas de tolerancia, or zones of tolerance” (Curtis and Arreola 1991:333), 
“anormalous zones” with “subversive potential” (Neuman 1996:1197) and as produced 
by an ongoing relationship between strategies adopted by the state and community groups 
and the everyday tactics adopted by sex workers (see Hubbard and Sanders 2003).  
Besides space, researchers have studied relationships between prostitution 
and identity (see Askew 1998; Kong 2006; Pheonix 2000), relating how for example, sex 
workers achieve narratives of their identity that allow them to detach themselves from 
stigma. Others have focused more explicitly on law and regulation, discussing issues such 
as the ideological dimensions behind legal clauses about prostitution (see D’Cunha 1992), 
effects of regulation on the welfare of sex workers (see Dolemeyer, Pates and Schmidt 
2010) and trafficking laws (see Distiller 2001; Adams 2003; Altink 1995; Jana, 
Bandyopadhyay, Dutta and Saha 2002; Agustin 2007). Tourism is a topic that has also 
been touched on, as evident from the various case studies that investigated dynamics of 
sex tourism in different regions (see Wonders and Michalowski 2001; Kempadoo 2001; 
Truong 1990).  
Literature studying red light districts in Singapore have related prostitution 
to the identity of sex workers and the stigma they face (see Chan 1986), and more 
generally, formal control mechanisms around sex work and their effects (see Yum 1999; 
Chee 2005; Ong 1993). Red light districts like Geylang were perceived to be a 
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consequence of both the regulation of the state and the everyday forms of resistance by 
sex workers and brothel keepers. Researchers have also been argued that the reasons sex 
workers in Singapore gave for entering the trade reinforce dominant scripts about male 
and female sexual ideologies, hence sustaining patriarchy (see Quah 1991; Chan 1986). 
  More journalistic accounts about sex work in Singapore include books by 
Lim and Brazil. Lim’s Invisible Trade was angled as an exposé on high-class sex trade in 
Singapore, and in Invisible Trade II, he dwelled on the double secret lives of women who 
hold day jobs and moonlight as social escorts, declaring behaviors of these women and 
their clients as driven by “deep existential forces fraught with anger and pain” (Lim 
2008:10). The late Brazil delivered a more candid take on sexual commerce in No Money, 
No Honey!, providing readers with a broad overview of the sex trade in Singapore and 
stories narrated by women sex workers about their clients.  
  Much of the existing literature about sex work is noteworthy, but gaps or 
deficiencies can still be identified. The bulk of these studies revolves around sex workers, 
neglecting the roles of other actors in the sex trade. Without understanding the relations 
and the dynamics of their interactions, it is difficult to adequately comprehend the 
subjectivities of sex workers and other participants in sexual commerce, particularly if 
they operate within an underground economy that hides from the state.  
   Specifically, with regard to the research on the sex trade in Singapore, 
studies have mainly focused on women sex workers, ranging from those who work in 
brothels that operate with the approval of Anti-Vice Enforcement Unit (AVEU) (see 
Chan 1986; Quah 1991) to streetwalkers (Yum 1999), and hostesses to masseurs (Chee 
2005). While interview snippets with clients and pimps who operate without registering 
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with the Anti-Vice Enforcement Unit have been presented (Quah 1991; Yum 1999), there 
is little empirical investigation into the specifics of their activities or relations with sex 
workers. Lookouts are also not represented. This results in a lack of understanding of the 
underground economy that sex workers and various actors in the sex trade are enmeshed 
in. The rules of this economy, “codes to be followed, and likely consequences of actions” 
(Venkatesh 2006:9) remain unknown. Considering the legislative context of sex work in 
Singapore, this underground economy is one that plays a major role in shaping rhythms 
and interactional patterns in the quotidian lives of sex workers and other actors they 
routinely interact with. The picture of the sex trade in Geylang that extant literature has 
provided is therefore unsatisfactory. 
  Methodologically, researchers on sex work usually focused on how they 
obtained access to respondents and gained their trust. Though exceptions exist (see Ƥř
c 2007) and gender has been briefly acknowledged as a factor that influences data 
collection (see Yum 1999), one is hard pressed to find insightful reflexive accounts of 
how researchers conduct their investigations. Words and sexualities of respondents are 
questioned and teased out in pages of scholarly work, but the researcher’s embodied 
sensory experiences in the field as a gendered and embodied sexual being escape scrutiny 
(Kulick and Willson 1995). Encounters in the field are seldom analyzed, if mentioned. 
  This silence is unsurprising, and is a byproduct of the traditional emphasis 
of mainstream social sciences on objectivity and neutrality. Mind has conventionally 
been separated from body in the production of academic knowledge to reach these 
classical ideals. Rationalists see the sensuous body as an object not to be trusted, for it 
may prevent researchers from making rigorous, objective insights. In the quest for 
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objectivity, disembodied observation is demanded, which then gets transposed in the 
form of bloodless prose (Stoller 1997). 
The Cartesian separation of mind and body has drawn much flak from 
thinkers such as Montaigne, Nietzsche, Husserl, Heidegger and Merleau-Ponty. In 
particular, feminists have attacked it as sexist, claiming the so-called objectivity to be 
biased towards perspectives of the white, middle class male (Bordo 1987; Suleiman 
1986). Following this, reflexivity in research is advocated in order to reveal assumptions 
and understandings academics bring to the field. The researcher’s social position has to 
be recognized, and knowledge claims have to be acknowledged as situated, limited and 
partial (Haraway 1988). Reflexivity in research is not a navel-gazing exercise, but an 
awareness of how knowledge is constructed (Plummer 2001). 
More recently, a growing number of scholars have been focusing on the 
body and embodiment (Turner 2008; Shilling 2007) in their work. A call for sensuous 
writing that admits the lived experiences of the body has also been made (Stoller 1997). 
With these developments, the status of the body has shifted from the peripheral to the 
core of sociological research. Together with the embrace of reflexivity in academic 
research, they produce a mounting demand to untangle the politics within which 
knowledge is constructed.  
Against these recent developments, much of the discussions on 
methodology in academic literature about sex work are inadequate. They are outlines on 
how fieldwork is carried out, and being so, are mere skeletons that preclude a thorough 
investigation of the relationships between the researcher and the researched. More 
material – hopefully written in a sensuous manner – is required to flesh out, pun intended, 
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the dynamics that come into play when doing fieldwork. In short, researchers have to 
come out of their hiding places and step into the spotlight themselves. They have to deal 
with questions pertaining to how factors such as ethics, sexuality, gender, class and 
power are embodied and experienced bodily, affecting processes of doing fieldwork, and 
in turn, their findings and analysis.  
  This thesis strives to remedy the deficiencies or gaps in academic 
literature on sex trade in Singapore identified above, and further the understanding of 
how sexual commerce in Geylang works. Attention is hence not only cast on sex workers, 
but on other social actors in the red light district, such as clients of sex workers, pimps, 
lookouts, gangsters and law enforcers. In particular, it examines operations of the 
underground economy they are embedded in. While an economy is at its core the 
exchange of goods and services among people, the underground arena is not just that. It 
“also is a field of social relationships that enable off-the-books trading to occur in an 
ordered and predictable manner” (Venkatesh 2006:381). With this in mind, this thesis 
shows how the everyday life of different actors in Geylang structure, and is structured by, 
the underground economy.  
  To contribute to existing literature on reflexive methodologies and 
embodiment, the researcher is not exempted from inquiry as well. Dynamics between the 
researcher and the researched during fieldwork in a red light district will be untangled, in 
order to highlight the politics that surround the production of academic knowledge as 
well as to situate the findings and analysis. Throughout the thesis, observations and 
experiences are expressed in a sensuous manner to acknowledge lived experiences of the 
researcher’s body. Here, the body will not be ignored or relegated as secondary to the 
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mind, but is instead credited as an invaluable medium to producing awareness and 
academic knowledge.  
   Grounded in an interactionist approach, this study will focus on routine, 
taken-for-granted interactions between different actors. For it is through interactions that 
processes such as infringement of privacy can be practically achieved, and in this regard, 
Goffman’s philosophy on interactions is able to provide crucial insights (seeįÂò
2004). The research is therefore framed in the following manner. The next chapter 
analyzes how research is an embodied experience, and how processes of entry and 
encounters in the field shape data collection and my interpretation of the data. Chapter 
three looks at the historical and legislative context with regard to prostitution in 
Singapore. It discusses how prostitution is regulated and the outcomes of the negotiations 
between brothels and formal social control agencies, one of which is the creation and 
maintenance of an underground sex industry in Geylang. Chapter four moves on to this 
underground sex industry, and unravels how interpersonal interactions of social control 
are accomplished and structured by a moral order actors are embedded in. Chapter five 
shows how soliciting is achieved through the usage and maintenance of ideas that are 
passed off as commonsensical, “moral facts” or “natural facts of life” (Garfinkel 
1967:36). The last chapter wraps up the thesis with a discussion on the structural factors 
that predisposes actors to sexual commerce in Singapore and some of the defining 









  “Aren’t you scared?3” D asked with disapproval or uncertainty, after a few 
men walked past us and glanced at me briefly. We had just alighted from a cab outside 
Hotel 81 Princess, and had not decided where to go.  
“Ignore them.4” I feigned indifference and turned to the flurry of activities 
unfolding across the road instead. 
  At the junction between Talma Road and Lorong 12, a dull maroon and 
white building unimaginatively named Hotel 12 sat wearily. Like life-sized dolls, women 
dotted the pavement in front of it. Men loitered in the hotel grounds and leaned over the 
fence to chat with them, or stood quietly at the lamp posts opposite. Nearby, a toy seller 
fiddled with a remote control, eyeing the imitations of Ken and Barbie with permanent 
smiles on their plastic faces riding around his feet, and an inane tune playing incessantly 
from their bikes.  
A large, washed-out yellow cloth at the sidewall of Hotel 12 flapped lazily. 
“Now Open. $12 per hour. $50 overnight,” it announced in faded red. 
“I don’t want to scare you… If you say you’re here to do research, people 
may try to take advantage of you. What do you want to find out?” D paused. “I’ll tell you 
what I know lah. Frankly… I come here and look for girls.” 
                                                
3 Mandarin: 8Ìr	 
4 Mandarin: Ůő+/y 
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A friend of a friend, D is a chatty, single man in his early thirties. He 
studied in one of the arts schools in Singapore and used to dream of becoming a comic 
book artist or an illustrator. After brushing aside these endeavors as “not practical 
enough,” he decided to start a business. He now has a small shop located a stone’s throw 
away from Geylang. Defective branded goods that are – according to him – rejected from 
factories in neighboring countries pack its shelves like sardines. Bags from CK, agnès b., 
Porter, and more go for twenty-five dollars each. Clothes and jackets from brands like 
Armani are tagged at ten dollars and above. 
I was writing copy for the website of another business venture of his when 
I brought up my research on a whim. Sensing his familiarity with Geylang, I persuaded 
him to stroll around the area with me that night.  
“The girls there… Can get them for forty, thirty, or even twenty dollars. 
They are from Java. When the police come, they will run to hide in the hotel. The Internet 
café opposite the hotel used to be a small brothel at the back. I went in there with a 
woman before. Now, it is just an Internet café.” 
“If it is a brothel, why not just say it’s a brothel?” 
“Because it’s not licensed.” 
“What is the décor like?” 
D pointed to an inconspicuous, two-storey house at Lorong 14. “Oh, the 
décor there is quite different. There are mirrors all over the room. Walls… Ceiling also 
have. Having sex inside is like starring in a pornographic film!5” 
I laughed, slightly amused. As we headed towards the Indonesian women 
however, discomfort grew.  
                                                
5 Mandarin: ƗƯA³Cú AĦĶĲűű
Ċ! 
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“Do you feel awkward here?” 
“No lah,” D scoffed. “Do you want to talk to them? I can talk to them, 
then you can join in.” 
I hesitated. 
“What are you scared of? I talk to them because I want to ask about their 
price. Cannot meh?” He grinned. “Or say we are looking for a double.” 
I smiled thinly before turning away, not wanting to look at the Indonesian 
women for long. “Maybe next time. I don’t know what to say to them.” 
The house D pointed out earlier drew near. Three men were chatting in 
front of a car parked at its front yard. If not for the large “Welcome” signboard above its 
door, it could pass off easily as a residential house. 
“Hey, if you want to go in, I can bring you in. Just say we want a room. 
You can act as a freelancer I’ve picked up what,” D suggested. “Don’t be mistaken. I 
have no design on you. I’m only helping you because you and K are my friends… Of 
course, you pay the ten dollars for the room lah. I won’t do anything to you. You can just 
observe the room, do whatever you want, and then, we’ll leave.” 
The door swung open, and a woman with half her breasts spilling out of 
her low-cut top made her exit. The three men took a break from their conversation and 
stared. I grimaced, “Wait. I’m not ready...” 
“Aiya, come on!” D ambled towards the house. With the prospect of being 
left alone on the streets haunting my mind, I panicked and followed his steps. He opened 
the door to a large, rectangular framed mirror and an old, brown sofa. To the right of the 
sparse furniture was an elevated counter. At the side, a narrow, unlit corridor lined with 
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rooms drew one further into shadows. All the doors of the rooms were closed. 
“Uncle, how much is a room?6” D said. 
I jumped. A middle-aged uncle had appeared without my notice and he 
was waiting at the counter. Immobilized like a lifeless toy ran out of batteries, I stared at 
the wall behind the man and froze. 
“Ten dollars per hour.7”  
D turned to me. I continued staring at the wall, unsure of what to do or say 
next. Jumbled thoughts battled with anxiety and humiliation. A long, agonizing silence 
hung in the air. 
 “Okay, thanks. I think we will check out other places first.8” D. 
“Sure! Take your time to look around. But all the prices here are the 
same!9”  
I darted out. Sensing the eyes of the men lurking at the gate, I cursed 
under my breath in annoyance and struggle to conjure poise. Flaws I perceived in my 
own body grew increasingly evident. 
D trailed close behind, muttering, “Don’t stop. Go on walking. Behave 
naturally. The men are staring. Don’t get me into trouble. They may beat me up if they 
think you’re with the police.10” 
“Wah lau.11 Very stressed, very stressed.” 
“I won’t do anything to you.” 










11 Hokkien: euphemism for penis, a curse word. 
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“I know. But I can’t do it. The distance to the room seems too far.” 
“You look humiliated. Asking you to go inside is like asking you to 
commit suicide,12” D mumbled. People morphed into streaks of hazy blurs as I scurried 
down the street, exposing indifference to be a façade that has clearly, fallen apart.  
In the beginning, one of my most palpable experiences in the field was 
roused by eyes of men. Keeping in mind that I was in an area where heterosexual sex 
work is normative, glances by men were imagined as sexual (when they might not be 
intended to be so), locating me as a woman and a sex worker. Through their eyes, I was 
made aware of my own body. Experiencing the social world without being self-conscious 
began to be hard, as materiality of my being surfaced.  
In reading glances or stares as conferring upon me the identity of a sex 
worker, untidy emotions spontaneously arrived, behind which preconceived notions 
about sexuality hid. I was uncomfortable, annoyed, embarrassed, nervous, fearful and 
sometimes, excited. Discomfort could be inferred as being sparked off by the incongruity 
between the location of a sex worker and my sense of self as well as the imagination of 
how men assessed my body in terms of sexual desirability. Behind annoyance and 
embarrassment lied a perception that these assessments were unwanted or offensive, 
insecurity about my appearance and a disapproval of commercial sex.  
In particular, this disapproval of commercial sex pointed to the existence 
of sexual ethics and more importantly, my acceptance of their legitimacy. Behind these 
ethics was a stratified hierarchy of people based on differences in sexuality (see Rubin 
2006). In such a hierarchy, sex for sale was perceived as morally wrong relative to sex 
not framed by commercial desires, and the status of sex workers fell short of being 
                                                
12 Mandarin: 8żÇ´ƌĊk8ƍhCŮ8Şă 
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respectable. Pimps as well as clients of sex workers were judged as indecent and 
exploitative.  
Nervousness and fear further disclosed my presumption that men involved 
in the sex industry in Geylang, particularly strangers, were potentially aggressive or 
unsavory. Their glances or stares were not only felt to be offensive, but also intimidating. 
With these visceral sentiments, my body signaled danger. It drew attention to a perceived 
power difference in relation to these men, and called out for more protection to resolve 
the sense of vulnerability.  
In turn, nervousness and fear combined with unfamiliarity and curiosity 
with the field to generate a sense of excitement. Unable to predict fully how interactions 
unfold, I was constantly alert, wound up by a feeling of being alive. With this stream of 
emotions fueling my being, nonchalance was thrown out of the window. There was no 
room for a blasé attitude at this stage of my fieldwork. 
This exhilaration clashed with unpleasant affects mentioned earlier to 
create a dilemma on how to behave in the field. More often than not however, unpleasant 
affects won out, breeding a general unwillingness to associate with social actors in the 
sex industry. With the experience of unpleasant emotions evoked by gazes of men for 
instance, I found it difficult to look at sex workers for more than a few seconds, fearing 
that they might experience similar affects and infer me to be another rude voyeur 
reducing them to a crude spectacle. I was also reluctant to interact extensively with men 
who might be pimps or clients of sex workers, usually avoiding or not meeting their eyes 
for long to indicate disinterest. I was adverse to exploring areas where sex is overtly 
traded as well. These included houses that D referred to as “illegal brothels,” but which 
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are more specifically short-lease houses with rooms for rent at five dollars per half hour.  
  Evidently, these messy, pre-reflective emotions obstructed the data 
collection process. They stemmed from the socialized knowledge of sexual ethics and 
norms of a woman who is not involved in the sex industry, expressed through the 
intuitive performance that corresponds to such an identity in the field. Such a 
performance allowed me to maintain my foothold in an internalized sexual hierarchy and 
cling on to valued moral codes that legitimize it. However, it held me back from being at 
the scene to observe or interact with actors in the sex industry for my research.  
To get out of this fix, I contacted L, a staff of the Singapore branch of an 
non-governmental organization (NGO), the Student Christian Movement (SCM). She had 
just initiated a new project that aims to better the welfare of sex workers in Singapore, 
and which is affiliated with a progressive church in Aljunied.  
*** 
“Hi! How are you? We are volunteers for a charitable organization, and 
are here to distribute free condoms. Would you like some? They are free.13” I rattled on 
cheerfully, with L by my side. The two Mainland Chinese women standing by the peeling 
white wall of a hotel looked at us, curious.  
 Several meters away were a row of aged, two-storey shop houses. Most of 
the occupants were associations and religious places, some of which had been decorated 
with care and pride. Hua Yan Buddhist Society had three large, well lit Buddha statues 
meditating with their eyes half-closed inside, providing a stark contrast to the two small, 
wide-eyed stone lions at its gates. Kang Ha Pheng Sim Kok14 sported intricate, colorful 
                                                
13 Mandarin: 8Ö/úA·ƌƗRFŽĶ<ƦŹƠ8ŮŮ	FŽĶ 
14 Mandarin: ôZĔ¿ÉƢ 
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carvings of plants, monkeys, lions and turban-wearing Sikh soldiers all over its pillars 
and walls, with its name written in gold above its black, heavy doors. Despite their 
architectural charm, little was going on at these shop houses. The coming of night had 
brought them sleep, and awakened the alley that L and I were at instead.  
The alley was flanked by low buildings, and cut through Lorong 17 and 19. 
Streetlights were stationed at both ends, creating dark, distinct shapes set against amber. 
The interior of the alley was badly lit, attended only by feeble moonlight. Cars and vans 
rested silently at one side, making the passageway just wide enough for another vehicle 
to cruise through. About four women stood besides them. A few more strolled around, 
and others, like the two women L and I had just greeted, took their place by the walls. 
  The two women did not walk away by the time I was done with my brief 
introduction. That was a good sign. Some of the streetwalkers that L and I approached for 
the first time turned away at “hi.” 
“Free?15” The more assertive of the two asked and leaned closer. She cut 
an alluring figure with mascara accentuating her expressive eyes, and black hair softly 
framing her slightly angular jaw.  
“Free!16” I smiled and fished out ten condoms or more from a plastic bag 
and handed them to her and her friend. “They are made in Japan. Zero zero three. I heard 
condoms of this brand don’t break easily!17” 
“Okay!18” She nodded her head to the other streetwalkers standing further 
down the narrow lane. “I heard from them that there are people distributing free condoms 
                                                
15 Mandarin: FŽĶ	  
16 Mandarin: FŽĶ 
17 Mandarin: öāAĶƫƫtŸƌħ¡ĖƔ­øł 
18 Mandarin:  
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here recently. We wanted some too, but missed the opportunities to get them… So it’s 
you two?19” 
“Yes! We’ve been coming here for a few weeks already. How come we 
have never seen you two before?20” L asked. 
“We were working when you dropped by, that’s why. Where are you 
from?21” 
“We are affiliated with a church, but we are not here to preach! Actually, 
besides condoms, we provide medical subsidies as well. If you fall sick, we can 
accompany you to the doctor. You only have to pay five dollars for the medical bill, 
regardless of how much it is. We will pay the rest. No matter what type of illness. Flu, 
gynecological problems, et cetera. If you want to go for a HIV test, we can bring you to 
the doctor too. It’s free.22” L continued her pitch as I distributed flyers containing 
information about the welfare services we provide to the two women. 
  “Really? That’s great! Are you two angels? We must be in luck today…23” 
  “No! We are not angels. She gets a salary for doing all these! I’m a student 
researching Geylang.24” I pointed at L and laughed. 
  “Yes! I get a salary! I am here to provide a service for women.25” 
  “We have been standing here… No one has ever helped us before… 
                                                
19 Mandarin: t/Ÿþ&üƊƌƗěFŽĶÖ/ÑäƈŚúƜƈ…… gą³ú8/
{	 
20 Mandarin: °{Ö/ą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Today is a lucky day. Is this a miracle… Actually, we have been thinking of going for a 
HIV test...26” 
  “Sure! It’s important to take care of your own body. Give me a call when 
you two are ready to go!27” L reassured the women and passed them her hand phone 
number. The more assertive woman told us that her name is AL. Her friend’s name is LL. 
She is thirty-two and her friend is twenty-six. Both of them are from Da Lian, China. A 
few more minutes of idle chatter, and we made our farewells, heading towards other sex 
workers and pimps with our bags of condoms, biscuits, lubricants and flyers. 
Access to streetwalkers was largely granted over time as I walked around 
Geylang with L as a NGO volunteer. At first, some streetwalkers ignored us and walked 
away when we approached them. Others took the condoms, lubricants and flyers but 
seemed reluctant to speak to us. Subsequent encounters however would see a number of 
them talking about themselves, or asking to be accompanied to the clinic. Their opening 
up might be eased by their friends who told them about L, other volunteers and me.  
L or I verbally identified ourselves as volunteers from a charity group to 
sex workers we met for the first or second time. We handed out free condoms, biscuits, 
lubricants and flyers as well as talked about medical subsidies we offer. In Goffman’s 
(1959) terms, these items and services operated as props during interactions to help us 
strengthen the impression that we are volunteers concerned about their health. We also 
put up a friendly front by asking about their day or their wellbeing, smiling and talking in 
a pleasant tone. This show of care facilitated the presentation of us as volunteers who 
meant no harm. We made contact with streetwalkers by acting out this performance.  
                                                
26 Mandarin: Ö/ƌƗŌ…… *ąƖĖþ&ą¾Ö/…… (ļúÁƉƌúƐr…… M¨,
Ö/>ÑAŠğĴĶčĈ…… 
27 Mandarin: l.{ĤƱŞ¹Ķƅ5ƘŮ8/ŮhĶ÷?ÛıŷŖÖ  
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Our performance as NGO volunteers did not end on the streets. It was 
enacted in other settings as well. L and I had accompanied streetwalkers to Department of 
Sexually Transmitted Infections Control Clinic (DSC Clinic) for anonymous HIV testing 
and a streetwalker to the police station and the Ministry of Manpower. With her 
background in social work, L had also counseled a few sex workers. She had consoled a 
sex worker who was diagnosed with HIV, and assisted in paperwork when a pregnant sex 
worker wanted to apply for personal protection order against her husband who beat her 
up.  
In acting out the role of a NGO volunteer of a charitable organization, my 
interactions with streetwalkers were framed as between that of the helper and the helped. 
This framing maintained the distinction between women on the basis of sexuality in my 
fieldwork. A relation in which sex workers occupy an inferior position relative to women 
who are not sex workers, and therefore potentially need assistance, was reproduced. By 
constantly showing concern for their welfare, the relation was primarily defined in terms 
such as vulnerability to diseases.  
  In such a relation, sexual ethics took a backseat. When interacting with 
streetwalkers, L, other volunteers and I made no attempt at persuading them to get out of 
their jobs. Every time we were in Geylang, we carried and distributed loads of condoms 
and lubricants to streetwalkers, talked openly about the quality of these items and asked 
them about their clients. These bodily gestures communicated and positioned us as 
volunteers who passed no moral judgment on them, and who were not uptight about 
sexuality. I acted in this manner to make streetwalkers more at ease with talking about 
themselves and their work, and to weaken any perceived stratification between women 
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because of sexual ethics regarding promiscuity or sex work. 
In this light, no sign of awkwardness when discussing sexual matters was 
to be shown when interacting with sex workers, lest the performance be discredited. For 
instance, I was initially a little unused to and uncomfortable with holding on to several 
condoms since that potentially communicates promiscuity, which is frowned upon by 
some. This discomfort had to be hidden as much as possible. One should not stutter or 
avoid the eyes of sex workers when chatting about the thickness or flavors of condoms 
too.  
Besides performing the role of a NGO volunteer, I identifed myself as a 
student researching Geylang within the first few encounters with streetwalkers who were 
willing to chat with me. In positioning myself as a student researcher dependent on social 
actors in Geylang for information, streetwalkers became individuals who could 
potentially help me, and I was the one hoping for aid. Although the assistance offered by 
SCM to sex workers was often used as a prop to make contact, at no point was it used as 
a bargaining chip for information. As my positions of a NGO volunteer and a researcher 
overlapped, streetwalkers who were willing to share their experiences and I occupied 
both the subjectivities of the helper and the helped.  
  With some streetwalkers, the relation between helper and helped conflated 
with the relation between acquaintances or friends. As we got to know some of them 
better, L, other volunteers and I were invited to events that sometimes turned out to be 
quite enjoyable. These included gatherings and a birthday celebration in kopitiams, a 
tarot card reading in the room of a sex worker, and a singing session in New Beijing KTV 
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Pub,28 a seedy lounge in Geylang. During the KTV session, a streetwalker ZP kept 
singing songs with titles such “Will not be a woman in my next life29” and “Why should 
women make things difficult for each other30” while another streetwalker LL remarked 
that she is too sentimental. On these occasions, performances of a volunteer distributing 
condoms or a sex worker receiving condoms were switched to that of acquaintances or 
friends spending time together. Arguably, this change mitigated the distance between 
helper and helped.  
  It is within the dynamics during interactions that information and 
understandings about streetwalkers in Geylang were gathered and constructed. By 
walking around and observing the streets in Geylang, most streetwalkers could be 
inferred to be women from poorer neighboring countries like Vietnam, Indonesia, 
Thailand, Bangladesh, India and China as well. A very small group of streetwalkers are 
local, and a substantial portion of this group comprises Indian transvestites. Because I am 
fluent in Mandarin and English only, streetwalkers whom I managed to establish 
relationships with and obtained more information from for this research are primarily 
limited to locals or Mainland Chinese.  
  While acting out the position of a NGO volunteer gave me access to 
streetwalkers, it did not get me very far with most pimps or lookouts on the streets. 
*** 
  A chubby man, cladded in a t-shirt and a pair of Bermudas, leaned against 
one of the two waist-high concrete posts at the entrance of the backstreet alley at Lorong 
20. He lifted a cigarette to his mouth, drawing smoke into his lungs and then exhaling it. 
                                                




Ash fell from the cigarette to become dirt on the ground. 
  The kitsch neon signage of a nearby budget hotel bathed parts of the 
narrow alley in faint pink and purple. A few Thai women stood in the lane as men 
shuffled past them, throwing large, moving shadows on the grimy wall.  
“Should we?” I bit my lip, hoping for a “no.” Ten men or so stood 
opposite the backstreet alley directly. Most of them had their eyes fixated on the goings-
on. L and I were the only women among them. I glanced at the kopitiam situated a few 
meters away. It looked inviting.  
L hesitated, before muttering, “Okay.” 
  We headed towards the alley and approached a plump Malay woman in a 
flowery halter dress at its entrance. L cheerfully handed her some condoms and a flyer, 
and tried to chat her up. She is a local, the woman said, and only works in Geylang every 
Tuesday and Thursday.  
I nodded, trying not to appear worried as I listen. The chubby man resting 
against the concrete post was beginning to frown. Men continued to shuffle past us. L and 
I had not been in the alley for more than two minutes and I felt like exiting it already. Our 
conversation with the Malay woman was developing way too slowly for my liking.  
  “Oei! If you want to talk, talk outside!31” The man yelled, deciding at that 
moment to join in our conversation. The Malay woman jumped, looking at him with 
startled eyes and an open mouth. He scowled at us, and pointed his burning cigarette at 
the street impatiently. A stunned silence ensued, and the alley closed in.  
“Sorry,” L broke the tension and waved casually to the Malay woman. 
Ignoring the cigarette still stubbornly directed at the street, L and I walked deeper into the 
                                                
31 Mandarin: ŮŵŷhƯŵ 
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alley. Unwilling to give up so soon, I took a couple of condoms from L and approached a 
Thai woman further down the lane.  
“Hello hello!” This time, a scrawny, middle-aged man opposite the 
women emerged from the shadows, advancing swiftly towards me with a menacing glare.  
“Sorry,” L touched my arm lightly and apologized again. We moved away, 
striding past half-opened backdoors and a quiet but busy gambling table illuminated by 
flashlights and veiled in thin, grayish white smoke.  
Encounters with pimps or lookouts on the streets were one of the most 
nerve-wrecking experiences in the earlier part of my fieldwork. My heart beat a little 
faster, and my breathing got shallower whenever I saw men standing near sex workers 
who I wanted to approach. To be able to observe activities and interact with these men, I 
attempted to control emotions like nervousness and acted against them instead. A small 
show of confidence was put up. I walked slowly without lowering my head, occasionally 
glancing around the street as I did so. If opportunities to interact with them came up, I 
tried not to frown but looked at them in the eye.  
The initial reactions of pimps on the streets as L and I went around 
distributing condoms were mixed. Some took the condoms from us and handed them to 
streetwalkers themselves, while others refused the condoms and waved us away. A few 
were hostile, shouting at us when we neared. Sometimes, we were ignored. In general, 
these men were disinclined to having us on the streets where they work at for long. Only 
one pimp on the street was affable to us. His name is J, and he later revealed that the most 
of these pimps positioned us as spies for the police. Judging from encounters in the field, 
L and I might conceivably be positioned as nuisances who obstructed their pimping and 
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who did not have a right to stay long on the streets as well. What is certain is the cloud of 
mistrust surrounding L and I. The performance of a NGO volunteer was unhelpful in 
giving me deep insight on the operations of these men.  
I therefore told J my status as a student researching Geylang and tried to 
know him better. He is in his forties, and pimps along Westerhout Road. His bicycle, 
which was bought for fifteen dollars from a thief and which he often referred to jokingly 
as his Mercedes Benz, is usually parked outside a budget hotel along the road. After 
about two months of chatting briefly with him whenever L and I made our rounds in 
Geylang, I asked if I could watch him work. He consented.  
  My presence on the streets with J provoked questions. When pimps or his 
clients asked him if I were a PRC sex worker, he would reply that I am a local friend of 
his and not a sex worker, leaving out my status as a researcher. Now and then, I tried to 
let slip that I am a student studying Geylang, but J would often interrupt me, changing the 
subject of conversation. Even then, successful admissions of my identity and intention in 
the area were commonly ignored, deemed perhaps as inconsequential. More often than 
not, pimps and lookouts on the streets paid me little heed and talked to J instead. With 
this reduction of the suspicion surrounding me, my nervousness around them lessened. 
By standing besides J’s bicycle while he pimped, or walking around Geylang with him, 
more chances to observe interactions and listen to conversations cropped up. It is largely 
in this position of a pimp’s friend or acquaintance and under these conditions that much 
data about operations of pimps on the streets were gathered. The relationship between J 
and I subsequently soured and gathering data about the pimps and lookouts stopped fairly 
soon after however.  
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*** 
  “What?32” Upon seeing me, she sat up immediately from the only sofa in 
the room and asked harshly. J answered her in Thai, a language that I barely understand. 
We had dinner just before. He had told me that his boss wanted him to fetch sex workers 
he worked with to Geylang by nine pm and asked me to accompany him.  
Leaving J and the woman to talk, I headed to another room. There were 
two more Thai women inside, lying on a mattress on the floor and playing with their hand 
phones. They seemed to be in their twenties. On spotting me at the doorway, they opened 
their mouths as if in surprise or shock, and simply stared. 
“Hello.” I smiled. No reply.  
  Awkward, I moved on to the next room. No one was inside. Lacy curtains 
framed the window. Luggage bags lied messily on the floor, unzipped. Stickers of red 
lips and the word “love” decorated a small television. There was a small low table 
besides the television, overcrowded with bottles of facial products, perfumes and 
cosmetics. A dresser overflowing with more beauty products was besides a bed. Stuck on 
its mirror was a photo of a pretty little girl, smiling. It was a very feminine space. 
Outside, J raised his voice at the woman who seemed to have enquired 
about my identity. They were quarrelling. A door slammed, and he entered the room a 
short while after. 
“Who is she?33” I pointed to the little girl at the dresser, curious. 
                                                
32 Thai: Arai ka?  
33 Mandarin: úŻ	 
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“Who?34” He glanced at the dresser and paused. “She is the daughter of a 
Thai sex worker. I wouldn’t have noticed the photo if you didn’t ask. I didn’t know she 
placed it there.35” 
“How old is she?36” 
“Maybe four or five.37” 
“What were you two quarreling about just now?38” 
“Nothing.39” He sat on the bed and switched on the television, averting his 
face to not meet my eyes. A gnawing silence developed. Sensing his reticence, I became 
wary. 
“Didn’t you say we have to be in Geylang by nine? It’s already nine plus. 
Let’s go. Your boss would be angry otherwise.40” 
“I want to rest for a while.41” His eyes remained glued to moving images 
on the television. 
Frowning, I turned away from him. He abruptly pulled me to him at that 
moment, covering my mouth forcefully with his. A struggle ensued, with his strength 
scaring me more intensely as seconds drag by. Finally, I sobbed. He let go. 
Once home, I vomited uncontrollably into the toilet bowl, desperate to get 
his saliva out of my mouth and stomach. A thorough shower, and I headed to bed 
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immediately. Sleep did not come. What descended swiftly instead was a powerful 
yearning to get out of my own body.  
  Pain is “a symptom rather than the disease, a ‘normal’ indication of 
something abnormal” (Jackson 1994: 202). In this case, pain was reflexively generated 
from a forced crossing of physical and symbolic boundaries between self and other that is 
out of the norm. For instance, using Douglas’s insight that dirt is matter out of place, J’s 
saliva was experienced as disgusting because it was not perceived as matter belonging in 
my mouth. With borders between bodies undesirably trespassed, an experience of my 
body as now defiled was spurred. This perception of defilement hurled my body’s status 
as a tangible object into acute consciousness, creating instinctively, a sense of 
dissociation. In turn, the sensation of dissociation could be inferred as a spontaneous 
attempt at repression or denial. Every step in this sequential process threw the body into 
pain. 
  In this manner, behaviors such as vomiting and showering are intuitively 
personal rituals of purification that try to redraw boundaries between the self and other. 
They represent attempts at putting matters back in their respective places so as to 
alleviate pain to a certain extent. The incident, together with my visceral reactions to it, 
revealed how deeply anchored the experiencing body is in the symbolic realm (French 
1994). Corporal experiences go hand in hand with cultural meanings, with the former 
unmistakably shaped by the latter. 
  Undeniably though, this argument is inadequate in communicating pain. 
Language objectifies ongoing subjective experiences, but it is in conveying intense bodily 
experiences that it most evidently falls short. When the body is engulfed in pain, what 
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reigns is a wasteland of incommunicable chaos instigated by unruly thoughts and 
indeterminate emotions. Yet, one strives for coherence in language in order to 
communicate and connect with others. In this manner, words ironically distort deep, 
inchoate pain so as to make sense. By faithfully betraying the experience, words are 
simultaneously cruel and merciful. They are cruel in their failure to satisfactorily convey, 
but merciful in their ability to make healing possible, creating a way to walk out of a 
desert. Conceivably, this feature of language shows up acutely in other overwhelmingly 
moving experiences as well, such as those to do with beauty, hope, and love.  
  After the incident, I stayed away from the field before returning it to two 
weeks later. I continued interacting with J and other pimps on the street for a short period 
of time. It was a period marked by a slew of emotions as well. Attraction was sparked 
when J apologized and tried to hold my hand, aided perhaps by the crossing of 
boundaries that had made the unimaginable imaginable. Guilt and suspicion set in after 
he claimed to like me and when I reacted negatively, asked if he is not good enough to be 
with me. More mistrust spawned when he asked to borrow money and to bail him out 
after he is apprehended for pimping on the streets. With doubt developing between us, I 
stopped collecting information from the position of a pimp’s friend and cut off contact 
with J. 
  The later stage of my NGO work led me to pimps who work in brothels 
that are “approved” by authorities as well. Because most of them refused me entry into 
their workplace, my observation in these areas was limited and I do not have access to 
sex workers in these brothels. 
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By this time, various people had also helped me to gain contact with more 
respondents. Through a streetwalker, I became acquainted with one of her clients S. After 
his work as a watchman in the day, he frequents one of the kopitiams in Geylang and acts 
as a lookout almost nightly. By accompanying him in the kopitiam, I managed to observe 
more interactions and know other regulars, one of whom is a cigarette peddler and a 
gambler. A friend had also introduced me to a Criminal Investigation Department (CID) 
officer. He had worked in the specialized taskforce within CID that is dedicated to 
dealing with prostitution and talked to me a day after he left the position. Another friend 
helped me make contact with a few of his friends who patronize sex workers, while 
another linked me up with a brothel owner in Geylang.  
  Interviews were initiated with some of these people I got to know. They 
were conducted in environments where respondents were comfortable with talking, such 
as kopitiams, streets or their homes in Geylang. There were two occasions when 
interviews were carried out outside of the red light district. Once, due to time constraints, 
I interviewed a streetwalker at a café in Changi Airport, just before she was deported to 
China at six thirty in the morning. With his identity in mind, the talk with the CID officer 
was also executed at a fairly quiet café in town and while walking him back to his car. As 
most streetwalkers were closer to L than to me, she attended my interviews with them to 
make them feel more relaxed.  
During my fieldwork in Geylang, there were moments in which men 
mistook me as a streetwalker too. On these occasions, I clarified my identity as a student 
researcher politely and sometimes asked for an impromptu interview on the spot. All 
interviews were executed in an informal manner. They were not recorded with an audio 
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device. Depending on how comfortable I sensed interviewees are with me, I might or 
might not take notes. When a notebook was not used, extracts of interviews were written 
down as detailed as possible right after the sessions. 
  Because of the sensitive nature of my research topic, the ambiguous status 
between covert and overt that marked some parts of my fieldwork process and the 
criminal activities of some of the people I came in contact with, anonymity of 
participants is taken to be a central principle in this thesis. Therefore, all names are 
pseudonyms and identifiers are omitted. 
*** 
  As illustrated, doing fieldwork is marked by different positions that I 
inhabited in relation to different actors in Geylang. These subjectivities might be self-
assumed, such as that of a NGO volunteer, or imposed on me by others, like that of a 
streetwalker. They shifted and collided strategically or circumstantially, each partial and 
bringing with it different limitations, capacities and risks as I went about researching the 
sex industry. Behaviors and feelings that are affected by structural factors such as gender 
went together with the living out of these positions. They either emerged spontaneously 
and intuitively or were deliberately and purposefully acted out in interactions. Visceral 
experiences like emotional labor42 (Hochschild 1983) constituted part of doing fieldwork, 
in order to carry out methods such as observation and interviews successfully.  
                                                
42 The examples of emotional labor in arguments discussed earlier in the chapter are not exhaustive. Other 
instances include my interactions with a pimp who was flirting brazenly and asking me to spend some time 
alone with him. When I refused, he repeatedly told me to be more obedient. I kept trying to be amiable 
before I finally rebuked, telling him obedience is for dogs and humans should not be obedient. On another 
occasion, I met a tipsy man in a kopitiam. He professed to be a theologian and upon knowing about my 
research, chided me constantly and told me that I am stupid for being in Geylang. After starring at my chest, 
he went on to scold me for “creating a commotion” in the area and warned me “to save my soul.” It took a 
lot of self-control on my part to not succumb to the temptation of telling him that I think his soul is more in 
danger than mine. On that same night at the kopitiam, I chatted with a man who seemed eager to help me 
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Immersing myself in Geylang for about seven months since mid 2009 
permitted me to collect different types of information. By inevitably and sometimes 
cluelessly breaking certain norms as I walked around the area, sensory data that defines 
the field were gathered, particularly visual information of the setting as well as routine 
behaviors of people in it. Hanging around my informants regularly had allowed me to 
observe their actions and catch snatches of their conversations with others. These usually 
pertained to activities of women, clients or the police, like news of the latest raid. 
Through interviews, more delicate data was garnered. These included details on some 
operations surrounding sex trade that were difficult for me to observe, and information 
like rationales behind behaviors. For more reliability, the data on operations was 
crosschecked with different interviewees. 
  My experiences in fieldwork had influenced my interpretations of the data 
in various ways. The prolonged period of doing NGO work had made me sympathetic to 
the experiences of some streetwalkers as well as wary of intense police raids and 
extremely moralistic opinions towards sex workers. My interactions with pimps and 
clients of sex workers had made me more sensitive to remarks about women in general, 
reading them as sexist even though the speaker may not have intended them to be so. 
This attentiveness had seeped into my personal life outside of research, spurring for 
instance, not just anger, but puzzlement and uncertainty when an acquaintance casually 
called a woman who is not in the sex trade a “whore.” As such, it would not be surprising 
to discover these attitudes at play in my interpretation and analysis of data.  
                                                                                                                                            
with my research also. However, in the middle of the interview, he began to behave suspiciously, with his 
hands moving in a back and forth manner under the table. Inferring that he might be masturbating, I 
struggled to maintain a straight face and hide my uneasiness as we talked. I then tried to conclude the 
conversation and make my leave. As I got up, he said, “Nice to meet you.” Before extending his hand out 
for a handshake.  
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  These subjectivities reveal the picture of Geylang illustrated in this thesis 
to be a situated and incomplete one. They also stand out as evidence of the researcher as 
an embodied learning body who had brought her past socialization into the field. Here, 
the concept of embodiment used is grounded in the thought of phenomenologist Merleau-
Ponty, who asserted that the body can be both perceiver and perceived or subject and 
object, such as when one of my hands touches the other. Tangible like other bodies and 
objects, one’s body is installed in the same world as them. The world is known through 
the lived body (Merleau-Ponty 1962). Csordas later elaborated the idea to mean “a way 
of living or inhabiting the world through one’s acculturated body” (Csordas 1999:143). 
The body of the researcher is central to experiencing the world, and in turn, the 
generation of academic knowledge. 
   In this manner, this methodology chapter sets itself against studies that 
present the researcher as akin to an objective instrument of data production. It strips away 
the pretense of neutrality, laying bare the process by which understandings are 
subjectively produced. Factors that affect the research process are explored while 
exposing the researcher, like other characters in this thesis, to be of flesh and blood. With 
the politics surrounding my research laid out, the stage is now set for findings and 









Regulating “Approved” Brothels 
 
“Open,” said a sign, with the word in red set neatly against white. 
Together with another sign with a number, they hung prominently on a large wooden 
panel that was about two meters tall. Put up right in front of a doorway of a two-storey 
house, the panel effectively prevented passer-bys on the street from seeing the inside of 
the house. Only pink purplish lights could be glimpsed from the street. 
A courtyard faced the obstructive panel. At one corner of the courtyard, 
near the doorway, a small red Chinese alter with two large plates of fresh fruits before it 
was on the ground. A few men talked among themselves near the panel, occasionally 
eyeing men strolling along the street, who were usually alone or in pairs. Whenever a 
man on the street walked past the gates and stepped into the courtyard, one of them 
would break off from the conversation and usher him into the house. Inside, a group of 
women lounged on plush sofas and waited.  
A number of brothels in Geylang operate conspicuously, with signs that 
proudly mark out their house numbers and the word “Open” placed near their entrances. 
They are most visible along Lorongs 18 and 20, and part of Westerhout Road. Many 
operate from early afternoon to around midnight, closing shop later at around one or two 
in the morning on Fridays and Saturdays. Men who assist in or own these brothels are 
primarily locals, whereas women sex workers in these brothels come from Thailand, 
Malaysia and China. In street talk, these sex workers are divided into Cat (Abbreviation: 
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category) 50, 80, 100, 150 and 200. The number after “Cat” indicates the cost of a session 
with a sex worker, with each session typically between thirty to forty minutes and 
includes a shower, oral and vaginal sex. Thais fall under Cat 50. Most Malaysians and 
Chinese are in Cat 80, 100 and 150, depending on factors such as looks, age and whether 
they have given birth before. In general, this classification system prevalent among 
brothels works by tying the definition of a woman and the monetary value of her services 
to how sexually desirable she is to men. Women who have previously given birth are 
available for less, allegedly because they have bigger vaginas and sex with them is less 
pleasurable for the man. Beautiful women in their early twenties who have not given 
birth command the highest prices. Some brothels such as those along Lorong 6 
additionally offer overnight services. For one hundred and fifty or two hundred and fifty 
dollars, a man can “book” in advance and spend the night with a sex worker in the brothel 
from one or two am till ten or eleven the next morning. All payments are in cash. 
  While this aspect of how these brothels in Geylang function is clear, 
another facet of their operations is less obvious. The relation between these brothels and 
formal social control agencies is surrounded by rumors and misconceptions that are often 
taken as facts, even by those familiar with Geylang itself. Some of the most widespread 
rumors include the perception that these brothels are legal or possess special licenses (see 
for example, Chee 2005, Davis 1993 and http://sammyboyforum.com/) and thus able to 
operate in plain sight, that they are subject to taxation, and that authorities dictate their 
operational hours.  
  In Singapore, prostitution is not a criminal act. Numerous statutes that 
criminalize activities related to prostitution exist however. Section 146 of the Women’s 
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Charter for instance, states any person who knowingly lives on or trades in prostitution as 
guilty of committing an offence43. As Section 148 asserts, so is any person who keeps or 
am involved in the management of a brothel44. Fines and/or imprisonment can be meted 
out to persons judged as guilty, and for subsequent infringements of Section 146, guilty 
parties may be caned. Section 19 of the Miscellaneous Offences (Public Order and 
Nuisance) Act finds soliciting in public places to be an offence45, and according to the 
Immigration Act, any prostitute or any person who has lived on or is living on the 
proceeds of prostitution is prohibited from entry46. Under these laws, it is easy to interpret 
individuals working in the brothels that operate conspicuously in Geylang as having 
broken one law or another, and have an illegal or criminal status. 
                                                
43 Chapter 353, Part XI, Section 146 states that “any person who knowingly lives wholly or in part on the 
earnings of the prostitution of another person shall be guilty of an offence and shall be liable on conviction 
to imprisonment for a term not exceeding 5 years and shall also be liable to a fine not exceeding $10,000.” 
A male person convicted of a second or subsequent offence under this section is also “liable to caning,” “in 
addition to any term of imprisonment.” Here, any person who is proven “to live with or be habitually in the 
company of any prostitute or is proved to have exercised control, direction or influence over the 
movements of any prostitute in such a manner as to show that the person is aiding, abetting or compelling 
her prostitution with any other person or generally, the person shall, in the absence of proof to the contrary, 
be deemed to be knowingly living on the earnings of prostitution.”  
44 Chapter 353, Part XI, Section 148 states that “any person who keeps, manages or assists in the 
management of a brothel,” “any person who is the tenant, lessee, occupier or person in charge of any place 
which is used as a brothel,” and “any person who being the owner of any place or the agent of that owner” 
who has “the knowledge that the place or some part thereof is to be used as a brothel or is willfully a party 
to the continued use of the place or any part thereof as a brothel” as guilty. “Any person who is guilty of an 
offence under this section shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding $3000 or to imprisonment 
not exceeding 3 years or to both and, in the case of a second or subsequent conviction, to a fine not 
exceeding $10,000, or to imprisonment not exceeding 5 years or to both.” 
45 Chapter 184, Part III, Section 19 states that “every person who in any public road or public place 
persistently loiters and solicits for the purpose of prostitution or for any other immoral purpose shall be 
guilty of an offence and shall be liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding $1,000 and, in the case of a 
second or subsequent conviction, to a fine not exceeding $2,000 or to imprisonment for a term not 
exceeding 6 months or to both.” 
46 Chapter 133, Part II, Section 8 (3)(e) states “any prostitute or any person who is living on or receiving or 
who, prior to entering Singapore, lived on or received the proceeds of prostitution” is a prohibited 
immigrant. However, Section 56 (1) says “the Minister may by order exempt any person or class of persons, 




  In practice, these laws are not strictly enforced. Such a policy has 
historical continuities (see Quah 1991). Prostitution in Singapore was initially established 
and spread in the nineteenth century along with the influx of male immigrants, and since 
then, measures to deal with it have moved through phases of suppression and regulation. 
One of the most serious purges was during the “anti-yellow culture” campaign launched 
shortly after the People’s Action Party (PAP) came into power in 1959. By 1966 though, 
it was felt that the raids had driven the trade further underground, dispersing brothel 
owners to various residential areas outside the designated red light districts and making 
them harder to control. At this, regulation of the trade was again adopted, with one of the 
aims being to geographically concentrate and contain it within red light areas. Word was 
passed to brothel owners in the residential areas to move back into the designated red 
light districts, with an assurance that authorities would not harass them there.  
  Regulating duties used to be under the jurisdiction of the Anti-vice branch, 
one of the five branches of the Specialized Crimes Division within the Criminal 
Investigation Department (CID). The other four branches deal with gambling suppression, 
secret societies, unlicensed money lending and intellectual crimes respectively. During 
the early stage of my fieldwork, these branches with the exception of the one dealing with 
intellectual crimes were merged. Out of the merger, three new branches are formed, 
ostensibly to “provide a holistic approach in the investigation and suppression of crimes 
such as syndicated betting and gaming, unlicensed money lending, vice activities and 
secret society activities” (http://www.spf.gov.sg/abtspf/cid.htm#dept). There is still a 
specialized task force in charge of prostitution within these three branches. While 
refusing to divulge specifics, an ex-officer from the task force L construed these changes 
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with the idiom “Old wine in new bottle,47” suggesting that its primary functions and 
operations remain the same. My other interviewees who are pimps, sex workers or 
brothel owners in Geylang refer to the specialized task force as the Anti-vice even now.  
  Regulation comprises registering everyone who works in brothels as well 
as having procedures for the registration and rules that registered parties have to adhere to. 
Typically, migrant women apply for social visit passes from their home countries and cite 
the brothel owner they are interested in working with as the local sponsor. If they are 
successful in getting social visit passes, the brothel owner will meet them when they 
arrive in Singapore and accompany them to the CID48. There, the women are separated 
from the brothel owner and interviewed by police officers49, and will be notified by the 
next day as to whether they are allowed to work in the brothel. If they are, the brothel 
owner will accompany them to the Department of Sexually Transmitted Infections 
Control Clinic (DSC Clinic)50, a clinic that is funded by the Ministry of Health, for 
medical checkups. Their medical reports are subsequently handed over to the police task 
force in charge of prostitution. If their reports show a clean bill of health, they will be 
registered with the task force and can start working in the brothel soon after.  
  For migrant women who are interested in being a registered sex worker in 
Singapore but do not have direct contacts with brothel owners, they may employ agents 
who have such contacts at their home countries. When this happens, the brothel owner 
will be questioned by officers at the CID as to how he becomes acquainted with these 
                                                
47 Mandarin: æĕæťPersonal communication with A, Oct 09. 
48 The CID is at 391 New Bridge Road, Blk C Police Cantonment Complex, Singapore 088762. 
49 Unfortunately, I am unable to contact sex workers working in these brothels and get details on what 
transpire during these interviews. Brothel owners profess not to enquire nor know what questions women 
are asked as well. If that is true, it may indicate a measure undertaken by the police to prevent women from 
being briefed by brothel owners on what to say during interviews beforehand.  
50 The DSC Clinic is at 31 Kelantan Lane, #01-16, Singapore 20031. 
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women and be asked to pass the particulars of the agents to them. In this way, a person’s 
contacts in the transnational sex industry that spans across countries like Thailand, 
Malaysia and China are declared, giving the police knowledge of the communication 
networks that are active and how they work. As a brothel owner Ah C said,  
I know someone in China, he will introduce me women. Unlike some 
people who go through an agent. If they go through agents, the agents will 
take commission from them because they want to earn money. The 
expenses of the women will then be more. I am giving these women a 
direct path, so that they do not have to spend too much money to come 
here. They only need to pay for their air tickets. If a woman goes through 
an agent, the agent will help her buy an air ticket and arrange for someone 
to pick her up at the airport and fetch her to Geylang. If an agent is 
involved, the police officers will ask about it, have to let them know who 
the agent is, this is a must. Record.51 
 
After registering with the police and the DSC Clinic, migrant sex workers 
in these brothels have to meet certain conditions to continue working. They have to head 
to the Immigrations & Checkpoints Authority (ICA)52 regularly to renew their social visit 
passes. For Chinese sex workers, this is a monthly affair, as their visit passes are only 
valid for one month. These Chinese sex workers are allowed to stay in Singapore for a 
maximum of two years. Sex workers also have to be at the DSC Clinic every month for 
mandatory checkups for venereal diseases, a practice that has been in place since 1974 
(Chee 2005; Quah 1991). Their medical cards are yellow, whereas those belonging to 
other patients at the same clinic are white (Yum 1999). These yellow cards signify the 
identity of a sex worker, but do not explicitly state so.  
                                                
51 Mandarin: ÖųŶ&+2)Ŕżþ$&ŕƈ agent Ķŕƈ agentagent 2á
Ůſƛ±šŽ2đƆÖúŖ/ý
ĹèąĶƄ±ĮšƔƛjúƋĂŇ³
ćŕƈ agentagent 2¾±ĂŇƋþ&*ĂèąŢŏćƑƈ agentŲ¯2
ƠŮŖ+/ŀƒúŻƌú
§ĶRecord s Personal communication with Ah C, Oct 2009. 
52 The ICA Building is at 10 Kallang Road, Singapore 208718. 
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  Men who want to work as brothel keepers have to follow a procedure as 
well. After approaching the task force in the CID that is in charge of prostitution to state 
their interest, their backgrounds will be checked and interviews conducted. To be eligible, 
men have to have a criminal record to do with prostitution. They must not have been 
caught for being a member of a secret society too53. Claiming to turn to assisting in a 
brothel because of financial difficulties increases one’s chances of passing the interview. 
Like Ah C explained,  
They will make the decision according to your background, your reason 
for doing so, your criminal record, your age. Say, if you cannot find a job, 
am unemployed, have nowhere to turn to etcetera, and that is why you go 
to the Anti-vice. They will then ask you to go to Geylang to find a brothel 
owner who is willing to register your name with them for you. If you can’t 
find any, that’s too bad. It does not mean you can be approved if you are 
old. They will check if you have been caught before. It does not mean the 
worse your criminal record is, the more chances you have of being 
approved. If you were in the secret society, participated in say, the gang 
369, they will not let you do it.54 
   
  If the man passes the interview and obtains “approval” to work in a 
registered brothel, he will be told to go to one of the designated red light districts to look 
for a brothel owner who is willing to employ him. The brothel owner will then have to 
contact the task force at the CID and register the man as his employee.  
  To be allowed to continue working, brothel owners and keepers in these 
registered brothels have to abide by informal rules laid out by the task force in their daily 
operations. These rules include ensuring sex workers go for their monthly checkups, not 
                                                




ė úŚĶ³l.ŮĻ8þŬåƈrúČÃƁ¸³l.ć8ú SS (Acronym: secret 
society)ň2Gþ  ‘chap’ (Hokkien: participate in) ' 369 Ķ2Ŗ8AĶ  Personal 
communication with Ah C, Oct 2009. 
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soliciting men from courtyards and not allowing women who are not registered as sex 
workers to enter the brothels. They are read out by police officers to men who are 
interested in being brothel keepers before they are permitted to start work. No written 
documentation of these rules is given to these men. Like issuing sex workers with 
medical cards that do not state their identity outright but are differently colored from non-
sex workers, this lack is perhaps a move to maintain that their activities are not 
recognized as legitimate by the state. As brothel owner Dn exclaimed, “They don’t give 
you any paper! They only read the rules out to you one by one. Want you to remember 
them! Very long ah, those rules!55” 
Besides regulating migrant sex workers, brothel owners and keepers via 
registration with informal rules set out for them, regular checks are also done on the 
brothels to make sure rules are adhered to, with sanctions enacted when lines are crossed. 
One of these checks comprises the periodic inspections of brothels by police officers 
from the specialized task force. On these occasions, rooms will be opened immediately, 
with sex workers having to produce their yellow cards to show they are registered with 
the authorities. Officers will also verify if they have gone for their mandatory medical 
checkups. Plainclothes police officers often walk around Geylang as well, to ensure that 
registered brothel keepers are not openly soliciting from streets or from courtyards. 
Actors caught infringing these informal rules face a variety of sanctions like verbal 
warnings, deportation, suspensions or closure, depending on how serious the 
infringement is perceived to be. Waving or calling out to men and asking them to enter 
the brothel, an act that occurs quite frequently during fieldwork, usually incurs shouting 
                                                
55 Mandarin: ĖþŖ8 paper Ķ}jú

źŖ8tśºŮ8Ŵ4ÇƝ{Ɣ$Ąů
Personal communication with Dn, Nov 2009. 
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and a stern warning from officers. Being on short-term social visit passes, foreign sex 
workers who refuse the compulsory medical checkups or to undergo treatment when they 
are infected risk being deported soon after (Quah 1991:75). Allowing a woman who is 
not registered with the specialized task force into the brothel is a grave offence, and the 
violation possibly results in suspension of the brothel. Most brothel owners I have 
approached refuse me entry into their brothels, and all of them declined adamantly when 
I asked in jest if they accept women clients as well. Dn for instance replied,   
There cannot be a woman customer! No matter how much you offer to pay. 
The Anti-vice officers will ask questions if they see you. Very 
troublesome. Sometimes I don’t notice them walking around. If my 
brothel gets suspended for a few weeks, I still have to pay my employees. 
No one will take this risk for you. You can go to the other brothels and ask 
around if you don’t believe me.56 
 
  This regulation that prevents women from being customers of these 
brothels signals that an active female homosexuality is not even acknowledged.  
The discretion exercised by authorities when controlling migrant sex 
workers, brothel owners and keepers is enabled by the vulnerability of the latter (Ong 
1993). After all, present laws incriminate much of their daily activities, asserting that 
what they do are only tolerated, but not legal. These laws shift the accountability of the 
operations of the trade onto these actors, moving away from institutional explanations of 
the issue as well as the responsibility of customers of sex workers in these transactions. 
Lacking legal support, migrant sex workers, brothel owners and keepers can potentially 
be judged as offenders, and hence, operate only at the mercy and tolerance of authorities. 
As Ah C claimed,  
                                                
56 Mandarin: zƗþ¥¡ú customer Ķ8Q²ƛƖl.Ő Anti-vice ĻVƠƠŭ
ÇƸĢ þ÷+/ƀąƀhÖÕĶ Ő suspend PńãÖƋŮĤŖ·&ƛĶĖþ&2
ƃ8OƌƦĶ}8ĺ=8hU¬ƠPersonal communication with Dn, Nov 2009. 
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What I do is not legal, nor is it underhand, it is half black and half white. 
To me, it’s just a job. The Antivice can shut you down anytime. That is 
why I say my business is fragile. If anything happens, I will be in 
trouble.57  
 
  In addition, brothel keepers have higher stakes in holding on to their 
positions in Geylang and hence, are more easily controlled by authorities. Being lowly 
educated, and usually of middle age, these men may have difficulties finding satisfactory 
legitimate employment outside Geylang. Being a brothel keeper, which is albeit a 
stigmatized and deviant position, is more lucrative and requires less toil than other blue-
collar jobs that they may be qualified for. It allows them to attain desired material goals 
that would otherwise be out of their reach. Along with their non-allegiance to secret 
societies, their desire to hold on to their positions for materialistic reasons makes them 
more inclined to cooperate with authorities. Like a brothel keeper LH who has a 
secondary school education and who shoved his gold Rolex watch into my face while 
claiming to earn three thousand a month said, “If I don’t do this, what else can I do?! I 
was once a lorry driver lah, but the pay is low. If I don’t do this, can I buy this watch?58” 
Several consequences emerge from these laws and regulations. First, they 
sustain dominant moral values in relation to sexual behaviors. Statutes in the Women’s 
Charter construct pimps and brothel owners as blameworthy, while the soliciting clause 
in the Public Nuisance Act claims prostitution to be “immoral.” Under the Immigration 
Act, prostitutes are not welcomed. By informally adopting a policy in which sex trade is 
shifted away from residential areas and confined and tolerated in designated areas, these 






ĪĬĭÒćþ'Ö2ƓĐPersonal communication with Ah 
C, Oct 2009. 
58 Mandarin: ÖAƌŝA'	.WþAƈ lorry driver }ƈƛÇ²ÖAƌl
.ƌÙūr	 
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immoral and unwelcome subjects are segregated. This move symbolizes the division 
between self and the “other,” with the unruly and distasteful “other” perceived as needing 
containment so as to protect the moral “self” (Sibley 1995), creating a “moral geography 
that implies some behaviors are acceptable only in certain places” (Hubbard and Sanders 
2003:79). Differences in sexual behaviors and order are inscribed spatially. In this 
inscription, heterosexuality that comes with a price tag is marked as inferior to a 
dominant type of heterosexuality that is largely attached to monogamy, the family and the 
home.  
  Second, these laws and regulations perpetuate a sexual ideology that holds 
double standards for different genders. With these laws and regulations at work, 
purveyors of sex are controlled and liable to sanctions, whereas male buyers are not, 
although they too play a pivotal role in the sex trade. The differential treatment in 
Geylang reflects a view that it may be more acceptable for men to buy sex from women 
than for individuals to be involved in selling it. It buttresses a sexual ideology that 
assumes male sexuality as “naturally active and aggressive” (D’Cunha 1992:36) or 
uncontrollable, whereas female sexuality is attributed “with feelings of a diffused and 
passive nature” (D’Cunha 1992:36). Because these men are simply acting out their 
“nature” by using prostitutes to fulfill their sexual urges, they are hence not blamed or 
punished for being commercial sex consumers. Heterosexual prostitution is also thus 
“inevitable”. Like the officer A, who used to work in the taskforce in charge of regulating 
prostitution said, “It’s impossible to sweep everything away. Prostitution is the world’s 
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oldest profession. It has five thousand years of history. Won’t catch customers, there is 
nothing wrong with looking for prostitutes.59”   
  Third, regulations limit how sex can be sold. A sex worker, for instance, 
cannot work on her own, but has to be tied to a brothel owner and his keepers. Part of her 
earnings has to go to them. Legal recourse is not available even if employment terms may 
be interpreted as harsh. Ah C for instance, pays the brothel keepers assisting him S$1,500 
a month each, with only one day of leave every month. Sex workers working with him 
are only allowed not to work when they are menstruating. There is of course, no contract 
between these actors that can be deemed as legally valid.  
  In regulating how sex can be sold, authorities remove the influence of 
secret societies in these brothels. However, outside the boundaries a relatively 
underground sex industry operates in Geylang. Here, the industry is populated by actors 
who want to be involved in the sex trade, but do not want to or are not eligible to be 
registered with the specialized task force in charge of prostitution. They include gangsters 
who have been caught before, pimps who do not have nor want criminal records, women 
from different countries who are not acquainted with registered brothel owners nor know 
of anyone who does, and streetwalkers who do not want to work with pimps. Unable or 
reluctant to operate in registered brothels, many turn to streets and kopitiams to ply the 
trade.  
  Evidently, this chapter has shown how popular perceptions like the 
brothels or sex workers in red light districts are legal or possess licenses are 
misconceptions. Under the legislative context in which brothels operate in Singapore, the 
                                                
59 Mandarin: lŝHƕÜçĶProstitution ú world’s oldest profession. þ#aÀĶfn2å 
customers, ÝƷ (Derogatory slang: prostitute) ĖþƜPersonal communication with L, Oct 2009. 
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status of brothel owners, keepers and sex workers are illegitimate. Their activities are 
only tolerated conditionally and they operate only with a provisional, tacit “approval” of 
authorities. This places them in a vulnerable position while simultaneously allowing 
discretion on the part of social control agencies when handling and controlling them. Out 
of these laws and regulations come various consequences, one of which is the 























  The cheap, foldable table was covered with a thin paper mat, which has 
big squares, dots, and the words “small” and “big” written in Mandarin. A white 
flashlight was placed at the center, with a few dice near it60. A group of seven or eight 
young Vietnamese men huddled around the gambling paraphernalia, not touching them 
much, and watched passersby on the street idly.  
A passerby drew near, looking inquiringly at the table. Immediately, one 
of the Vietnamese men flashed a charming smile and waved at him to come closer. 
Another man in the group started to shake the dice vigorously and call out to the other 
Vietnamese to place their bets. As dice were rolled and the numbers on them were 
disclosed, money rapidly changed hands.  
In this way, gambling continued, until someone within the group received 
a signal. In a few swift motions, the dice, mat, flashlight and money were smoothly swept 
away and shoved under a lorry nearby. The men scattered instantly, some hurrying down 
the street while others disappeared conveniently into shadows at the courtyards of houses. 
                                                
60 This setup is for a game called “± (Mandarin: Big Small).” In this game, betters place their money on 
dots that signify numbers one to six. The dealer then rolls three dice. If a person’s bet corresponds to what 
is shown on any one of the three dice, he wins. The amount of money he has won will be the amount he has 
bet. However, if two dice correspond with his bet, he will win twice the amount of what he has gambled. 
Similarly, if all three dice match his bet, he will win thrice the amount of money he has gambled. Another 
game that is played in Geylang is called “Hee Jia (Hokkien: Fish Crab).” A rectangular die with pictures of 
fish and crabs on different sides is used. The dealer rolls it and players bet on whether a fish or a crab will 
be shown on the die. Some people in the know pronounce the title of this game with a grin, for “hee” is said 
to mean vagina in Thai. 
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Three police officers in navy blue uniforms strolled into view, meeting the anxious, 
furtive glances of men heading down Lorong 16 with calm, steady gazes. They followed 
the men slowly, before walking into another street to showcase themselves to new 
audiences. Ten minutes later, with the officers now safely out of the way, the men 
returned and retrieved their gambling equipment under the lorry, restarting their business 
in the alley.  
Secret societies are behind the operation of these gambling tables in 
Geylang. Most of the names of these gangs are to be pronounced in Hokkien, and major 
ones include Sah Lak Kau (369)61, which has two branches called Xiao Eh62 and Chao 
Eh63 respectively, Pak Hai Tong, Ang Meng Tong, Ang Soon Tong, Hai Lok San, Sah Li 
(32), Sio Leng Hor64 and Zhap Pue (18)65. These gangs maintain Lorongs 6 to 29 as their 
territories, with each lane belonging to a different group. A group is to only manage 
gambling tables in its own territory if it delves into the gambling business. Men, usually 
foreigners from places like Bangladesh and Vietnam, are paid to be dealers and lookouts, 
working in shifts. Lookouts either impersonate as gamblers at the tables to produce a 
small crowd and attract people, or stand at specific spots to observe the streets. Some of 
the gambling operators or gamblers hang out at “regular” tables at kopitiams when 
waiting for gambling to begin. In addition to the gambling tables operating in streets and 
alleys, there are also indoor gambling dens that only admit regulars and newcomers 
accompanied by regulars.  
                                                
61Mandarin: J 
62 Mandarin: ĳĶ 
63 Mandarin: şĶ 
64 Mandarin: ^ĜĚĸĚưĜƣµ ±ƻŦ 
65 Mandarin: `I 
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  Gambling was not the only activity observable in Geylang at four in the 
morning. Empty taxis cruised the streets, hoping for late night passengers. At a road 
junction, an elderly man stuck his arm into a large green rubbish bin, fishing for drink 
cans. Finding one, he withdrew, turning his loot upside down to pour its remaining fluid 
on the ground, as if showing reverence to an imaginary spirit. Cars drove past him, 
dropping off hostesses from nearby KTV lounges or nightclubs in front of condominium 
gates. Aloof and ignoring the stares on them, these hostesses dragged their feet back to 
their cramped, rented rooms. Though most brothels that operate with the approval of 
authorities, and with names like “Men’s Heaven66” and “Night of Male Sentiments67,” 
have already shut their doors, the underground sex trade was still in full swing. 
At the intersection between Talma Road and Lorong 14, or the edge of 
where punters nicknamed “The Golden Triangle,68” Mainland Chinese women in short, 
tight dresses stood in a row, their heels making occasional tapping sounds on the ground. 
One of them picked up a plastic cup of mineral water at her feet and sipped through a 
straw. Another sashayed to an altar placed on the ground at the road junction, bending 
down to bow respectfully and offer joss sticks to an invisible god. Some tugged gently on 
the arms or hands of men who walked past them, leaning close while beaming sweetly 
and quipping, “Want to play?69”  
  Across the road and directly opposite these women, three men stood watch 
at the entrance of a budget hotel, with their bicycles near them. Passersby approached 
them occasionally, engaging them briefly in conversation. Some time later, one of the 
                                                
66 The Mandarin words “&ơ” was on the signboard as well. 
67 Mandarin: ƪÐ 
68 This nickname is a reference to the abundance of underground sex workers at Talma Road, and Lorongs 
8, 10, 12 and 14. 
69 Mandarin: ŮĨr	 
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men standing watch called out and gestured to the row of women. Like some of the 
gambling operators, these women rapidly left the pavement to seek refuge in the dark 
courtyards of short-lease houses nearby. One man cycled away, while the other two 
continued chatting in front of the hotel. Soon after, the three uniformed police officers 
slowly made their way down the street and headed off in the direction of the main 
Geylang Road. Once they were out of sight, the women emerged from the shadows and 
reappeared, lining themselves up on the pavement again.  
  Underground “ka zhua,70” their bosses and sex workers generally have to 
pay protection fees to the particular gang in charge of the street they are at. The current 
rate is approximately ten dollars a night for every “bu71” or “liap.72” If a sex worker is 
with a pimp, the pimp pays the fee. If the pimp has a boss, the boss pays. Pimps or their 
bosses may occasionally buy gang members meals as well. If a sex worker works 
independently and tries to ply her trade from a particular street, she is usually watched for 
a while, before being asked to pay the fee. This situation brings with it vulnerabilities for 
sex workers. Mainland Chinese streetwalkers at the alley between Lorong 17 and 19, for 
instance, ignorant of the “market rate” of ten dollars a night, are approached by men and 
told to pay ten dollars for their first customer and five dollars for their subsequent 
customers every night if they want to remain on that alley. Akin to pimps, these men 
loiter near these women and sometimes step in when the latter encounter violent 
customers. They try to sell condoms at an expensive rate of two dollars per condom to 
these women as well. To avoid paying any gang member protection fees or be involved 
with them, women can work from kopitiams and not linger on the streets for long.  
                                                
70 Hokkien: cockroaches, a term commonly used to refer to pimps. 
71 Hokkien: female 
72 Hokkien:  round/ball 
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  Like gamblers and gambling operators, pimps and sex workers on the 
streets routinely deal with uniformed and plain-clothes police officers patrolling Geylang 
on foot or by car every night. Ritualistic elements are evident in some of these social 
interactions, with interactants aware of each other’s presence and identity.  
  When police officers are on patrol, sex workers and pimps enact 
“avoidance rituals,” (Goffman 1967:62) performing acts of deference that lead them to be 
at a distance from the police officers. Sex workers are obliged and expected to get off the 
streets and pimps are not to solicit or be seen as if they are watching over sex workers. 
Openly committing crimes such as solicitation or not leaving the street would signal 
disrespect and an attack on the authority of police officers, inciting the officers to defend 
their faces through confrontation and perhaps, being provided with incriminating proof. 
Through these deference rites, sex workers and pimps pay respect to police officers, 
protecting the faces of these figures of authority and the legal system they stand for. At 
the same time, by not running or committing crimes in the faces of police officers, sex 
workers and pimps too defend their own faces and hide their discreditable identities, 
pursuing a line and masquerading for a moment as simply ordinary passer-bys on the 
streets. Running would make it hard for police officers to cooperate with them to protect 
their faces, who may have to give chase and close up on them. On one occasion for 
instance, while a few friends and I were distributing condoms to streetwalkers, officers 
drove by in a van. All the streetwalkers immediately hurried away, leaving my friends 
and I slightly bewildered and standing on the street. Seeing us, and possibly inferring us 
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as sex workers who were being disrespectful of their authority, a police officer in the van 
glared at us and shouted, “Leave! Why aren’t you leaving!73” 
  On the other hand, police officers patrolling Geylang walk wherever they 
please, with their movements relatively unconstrained by the whereabouts of actors such 
as sex workers and pimps. While police officers instigate sex workers, pimps, gambling 
operators and gamblers to enact avoidance rituals towards them wherever they go, they 
do not nor are expected to return the favor equally. Instead, they tend to stroll at a slow 
pace and not give chase to actors who sometimes do not leave the streets fast enough to 
be completely out of their sight and may consequently be noticed to depart hastily in their 
presence. By being unperturbed by the whereabouts of sex workers and pimps and not 
exhibiting fear, police officers communicate their own faces of authority and control over 
these actors. By walking leisurely and usually not giving chase to sex workers seeking 
refuge, police officers allows time for them to leave the streets and refrain from blowing 
their cover, showing tolerance and cooperation in protecting the faces of these actors and 
permitting them to live up to the self-images they expressed in these moments.  
Several patrolling police officers are reservists stationed at the Bedok 
Police Division, and do not have the powers to search houses74 or arrest actors such as 
pimps for offences under the Women’s Charter, unlike those from the CID task force 
who possess search and arrest warrants that are granted by the Director of Ministry of 
Community Development, Youth and Sports (MCYS) and are valid for a year. This gives 
                                                
73 Mandarin: Ɵ{ƋƟ 
74 Every police officer has warrant cards that identify them as such. However, crimes such as pimping and 
allowing a premise to be used for prostitution are offences that require the added possession of arrest and 
search warrants. Section 152 of the Women’s Charter says that if “the court has reason to believe that any 
place is used by a woman or girl for the purpose of prostitution and that any other person residing in or 
frequenting the house is living wholly or in part on the immoral earnings of that woman or girl, the court 
may issue a warrant authorizing the Director or any public officer nominated by the Minister or any police 
officer not below the rank of sergeant to enter and search the person and to arrest such person.” 
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these patrolling uniformed officers added impetus to not risk confronting participants in 
the underground sex industry and endangering everyone’s faces. As A, a former police 
officer from the CID task force commented, “Most of the police at Bedok Police are 
reservists, only a few are permanent. Their function is only to deter, not to make 
arrests.”75 
In this way, through adhering to ground rules that take the form of 
expectations and obligations, actors concertedly strike and uphold a delicate balance and 
a ceremonial order among themselves during a police patrol, a routine that happens a few 
times every night in the streets of Geylang. Each person is akin to a ritually delicate 
object playing a face-saving game while creating a careful balance in his dealings with 
others, with face “diffusely located in the flow of events” (Goffman 1967:7).  
  Tacit cooperation between sex workers, pimps and patrolling officers is 
necessary to enact such a ceremonial order. The “type of tacit cooperation” (Goffman 
1967:29) prevalent here is the tact exerted with regard to face-work. One “not only 
defends his own face and protects the face of the others, but also acts so as to make it 
possible and even easy for the others to employ face-work for themselves and him” 
(Goffman 1967:29). In short, he has to help himself as well as help others to help 
themselves and him. As delineated, law-breakers and law-enforcers largely and 
observably abide by informal rules of conduct in their interactions with one another. 
These rules are asymmetrical, with law-breakers expected and obliged to treat law-
enforcers differently from how law-enforcers treat law-breakers.  
                                                
75 Mandarin: +/ (Bedok Police) ïƖjú reservists ĶjúPú permĶ+/Ķ function
jú deter, ú make arrests 
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  Not only does holding fast to this code of etiquette on the streets generate 
organized interactions during routine police patrols, it also establishes and supports a 
moral order. In this moral order, the overt expression of a form of sexuality related to 
selling sexual services is marginalized. The street does not belong to purveyors like sex 
workers and pimps, and is not to be sexualized and used as their accomplice. People who 
deserve to use the street openly are deemed as those who do not sell sexual services, and 
who confine their sexualities to more private spaces like the home. Recognizing this and 
constrained by it, actors like pimps and sex workers voluntarily reduce their visibility on 
the streets when police officers are patrolling, working together with law enforcers to 
define their own activities as offensive, needing concealment and subjugated to other 
forms of sexuality such as that which is private and not commoditized. Every routine 
police patrol that is carried out smoothly by all participants is a symbolic reminder and a 
reinforcement of this moral order. Its every accomplishment is a joint undertaking that 
suppresses and puts what is posed as a threat to this status quo under control.  
*** 
  “Are there women?76” A fat, bald man in an army green tee and a pair of 
Bermudas approached J, who was standing along Westerhout Road. He was with a male 
friend, who was shorter and quieter but who carried himself with the same air of 
unwarranted self-confidence and arrogance. 
  “I told you, there are police! Go to the kopitiam first.77” J tried to placate 
him. There was a note of exasperation in his voice. 
  “Fuck your mother. So long! I’m hungry!78”  
                                                
76 Hokkien: Wu zhar bor bo? 
77 Hokkien: Wa ga li gong liao, wu ma da! Ki kopitiam jei sen lah. 
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  “You have to wait even if you’re hungry! Go to the kopitiam first. I’ll call 
you when it ends…79”  
  Like a demanding child who only cares about his own wants, the man 
loudly made crude complaints about having to wait again, before swaggering away with 
his friend to the kopitiam.  
  A melody played, and J fished out his cell phone from his shirt pocket. 
The caller promptly provided him with information about the whereabouts of plainclothes 
policemen.  
“Okay,” J said when the caller was finished, before returning his cell 
phone back into his pocket. He looked around the street restlessly. Noticing two men 
standing and chatting in front of the unlit short-lease house where his sex workers are 
working, he hurriedly crossed the road. 
“Oei! Go go,” J waved the men away anxiously. Cockroaches hastily 
sought out places of safety as moving feet threaten to step on them. Nearby, a small 
mama shop continued its operation, unperturbed by news of the police. Its shelves were 
packed with a diverse array of products. Among loafs of bread, drinks, tidbits, painkillers, 
notebooks, mouthwash, sanitary pads, eyeliners, soap, hair clips and razor blades were 
sex aids like sex medicine, lotions and rings of various diameters. These rings, some of 
which have animal hairs stuck around them, are purportedly worn around the penis to 
produce harder erections and enhance pleasure for females. Also on sale were sponges 
that are supposedly reusable and can be inserted into a woman’s vagina to soak up 
                                                                                                                                            
78 Hokkien: Ka ni na. An ni gu! Wa ba dot yao leh!  
79 Hokkien: Yao ma si ai dan! Li ki kopitiam sen. Hou liao wa ka hou li…  
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menstrual blood so that sex during her period will not be messy. Softer sponges cost three 
dollars and fifty cents each, whereas firmer ones go for five dollars.  
  Meanwhile, W joined S at a table in a kopitiam and placed his backpack 
besides him. A man with a briefcase came up to him immediately, leaving shortly after W 
passed him a row of Marlboro Reds without a word. The clear plastic wrapping hugging 
these packs of cigarettes was still intact.  
  Quietly, W inched his chair towards a pillar near his table. He fished out 
more cigarette packs out of his backpack and quickly hid them underneath a stack of 
chairs at the pillar. His backpack was thrown on the topmost chair. These done, he shifted 
his chair away, retrieving his packet of curry rice from a red plastic bag on the table and 
started to eat. Meters away, a Vietnamese stood opposite a chair with cigarette packs, 
calling out to passer-bys.  
 S sipped his tea, ignoring goings-on in the kopitiam and keeping his eyes 
on people and vehicles along the road. A white van entered Aljunied Road and stopped at 
New Cathay Hotel. Parked strategically behind a lorry, it escaped the sight of most casual 
observers in the kopitiam, but S spotted it immediately. He picked up his cell phone, 
whispering to the person at the other end of the line, “2375.”  
 After ending the call, S turned to W and his other acquaintances at the 
table, nodded towards New Cathay Hotel and informed them that Anti-vice officers are 
conducting raids. A cyclist on the road subsequently stopped at their table, notifying S 
that Anti-vice officers had already caught some women at New Cathay Hotel. 
Unlike underground pimps and sex workers, cigarette peddlers do not 
have to pay members of secret societies protection fees. These cigarette peddlers, often 
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Vietnamese, are most prominent along passageways that cut through old shop houses that 
line the main Geylang Road. Their working hours are flexible. A typical workday starts 
between five and six pm on weekdays and between seven and eight pm on Fridays and 
Saturdays and ends in the early hours of the morning. Each cigarette pack goes for either 
five or six dollars. A peddler gets about sixty cents for every pack of cigarette sold. If his 
employer does not work for someone else but buys his supply from a cigarette smuggler 
in Singapore, he could earn a few thousand a month. W for instance, has two peddlers 
working for him and earns around three thousand monthly. Unlike the peddler, W does 
not stand on the street but sits at the kopitiam smoking, eating or conversing with friends. 
If approached by a police officer who realized he is smoking a contraband cigarette, he 
would assert that a friend who has just walked by gave him that one cigarette and plead to 
be let go. Like all illegal dealings, the arrangement between a cigarette peddler and his 
employer is based on trust. The peddler is told not to give the identity of his employer 
away if he ends up being apprehended by authorities like the Singapore Customs.  
These cigarettes are mostly smuggled from Indonesia to Singapore by sea. 
They are hidden in reefer containers, with one container able to store around fifty master 
cases of cigarettes. Each master case has fifty cartons and each carton has ten cigarette 
packs. The buyer in Singapore bears the cost of transporting cigarettes and other 
miscellaneous fees. The supplier in Indonesia bears no monetary responsibility if the 
goods are lost en route or confiscated at the Customs. Once these cigarettes reach 
Singapore, they are distributed to trusted sellers who have ordered them a few days 
beforehand and buy them at thirty-six or thirty-eight dollars per carton. Distribution 
usually finishes in less than three hours. To manage the risk they face, cigarette peddlers 
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form a communication network among themselves and use code words like “hot chili” to 
indicate impending danger. Pimps, however, have a different communication system to 
deal with routine police patrols and frequent raids by authorities like the CID. 
During my fieldwork, plainclothes officers from the CID task force in 
charge of prostitution conducted raids in Geylang intensely. These raids happened almost 
everyday, sometimes a few times a day. Two officers took turns to lead the task force, 
changing turns every two days. One of them nicknamed “Botak”80 by my informants 
conducted more frequent raids during his shift than the other, attracting more complaints, 
rumors and anger from participants in the underground sex trade. In a conversation with 
S for example, J remarked, 
That Botak is crazy, keeps catching, his men are still walking around and 
catching people even after he heads back. Nobody dares to do it during his 
shift. He must have family problems, doesn’t get along with his wife, doesn’t 
want to go home. Heard he is under investigation by the CPIB (Corrupt 
Practices Investigation Bureau). Heard that RJ (the other officer who leads 
the task force) caught the wrong person also. He caught a Singaporean 
woman who is not a sex worker, and is now being sued by her. 81 
 
Being arrested entails being questioned and losing time that could be used 
for working, fines, a criminal record, jail or deportation for foreigners. The sharing and 
partaking of such gossip among participants in the underground sex trade can be 
interpreted as a defense mechanism. By attacking the faces of police officers through 
means like asserting them to be fallible or in the wrong with regard to the increased 
frequency of raids, these participants collectively rebuild their self-worth that has been 
damaged and forge ties among themselves.  
                                                
80 Hokkien: Baldhead 
81 Mandarin: Ɣ Botak ŒņĴĶ
Ĺåh+Ķ&ƋŗŘƀNå+Ķ shiftĖþ&
îA
§ú¬ÅþƠƲƃŚ wŮ¬tŸŬ CPIB (Corrupt Practices Investigation 
Bureau) investigateƔ Rajah út+/ŸßƜ&ßV
ôZ&úA±Ķĩ
Ŭ suePersonal communication, October 2009. 
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To cope with the random raids executed by the task force and further 
protect their discreditable identities, actors in the underground sex trade put in place 
arrangements that minimize the risk they face while working. A major way is to 
maximize the amount of information about the operations of authorities one receives as 
well as reduce the speed such information gets to him or her. Specifically, pimps and 
lookouts form an extensive hidden communication system among themselves, with 
lookouts positioned at strategic spots to better manage their work environment. For 
instance, lookouts are situated outside the main working areas of authorities, such as the 
Police Cantonment Complex and the Immigration & Checkpoints Authority (ICA) 
Building. They are also located at places where police vehicles departing from these work 
places have to pass in order to access the inner streets of Geylang. These strategic spots 
include the kopitiam at the junction of Lorong 8 and Guillemard Road as well as the 
kopitiam at the intersection between Lorong 20 and the main Geylang Road, with 
lookouts passing off as ordinary customers hanging out at these eating-places during their 
“shifts.” Lookouts within Geylang are generally paid ten or fifteen dollars a day. Some 
lookouts at kopitiams, being friends of pimps and who are regulars of these eating areas 
anyway, stand watch for free. Pimps however, occasionally buy them drinks or meals as 
tokens of appreciation for the services they render.  
Once plainclothes police officers exit places like the Police Cantonment 
Complex using unmarked cars or vans, lookouts positioned outside these areas will 
contact pimps and reveal details such as the number of vehicles and their license plate 
numbers. They will then tail these vehicles to ascertain their destination, as there are a 
number of designated red light districts in Singapore, before making contact with pimps 
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again. When lookouts within Geylang recognize and spot plainclothes police officers or 
have news of their operations, they call or text pimps as well, who spread such 
information among themselves. On these occasions, pimps approximate the time the 
police needs to arrive to where they are and cease their activities or drastically reduce the 
visibility of the conditions under which they work, such as by telling passersby chatting 
or standing near short-lease houses, especially women, to move away. This is to put up a 
performance of inactivity on the streets, which can be taken as a front stage with police 
officers as the chief audience in mind. 
To get the most information about the police’s operations in the shortest 
time, a pimp therefore has to have lookouts positioned outside Geylang as well as in 
kopitiams within Geylang that are located a distance away from where he works. This 
allows him more time to escape and/or to inform sex workers he works with to hide when 
raids are conducted. Like S, who used to be a pimp and has never been caught but now 
acts as a lookout for friends asserted,  
To be in this line, a person must have contacts located at a distance. Say, if 
I’m working in the middle of Geylang, my lookout cannot be at Lorong 16. 
I must have lookouts at Lorong 8 and Lorong 20. If the lookouts are located 
near me, it’ll be too late when they contact me. Dangerous.82 
 
  Undoubtedly, police officers in the task force are not entirely unaware of 
the hidden communication system between lookouts and pimps. To counter being tailed 
by vehicles, police officers sometimes park their vehicles at places such as community 
centers and then take a cab or walk. The task force also recruits informants from people 
they have caught too, in a bid to catch certain individuals in wrong faces. A police 
                                                
82 Mandarin: ŮAƌŨœŮâÈƝ CćÖŢŏơAĻēĶl.`J»Ůþ&
I»w `»ƮƊ³ƏeƦPersonal communication with S, September 2009.  
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informant is called a “ghost83” by actors in the underground sex industry. AP, for 
example, a Thai independent streetwalker who was apprehended and released, had 
previously agreed to be an informant. In return for six hundred dollars every month and 
not be deported, she was to pass police officers information with regard to pimps and 
foreign sex workers who overstay. She changed her mind after approximately two weeks, 
lying to officers that she was pregnant to get out of the arrangement and return to 
Thailand.  
  Pimps and sex workers have also asserted undercover police officers to 
commit the act of entrapment, or what they call “fishing,84” in a bid to catch them in 
wrong faces. A, a former officer from the taskforce, claimed otherwise however. 
According to A, undercover police officers talk in a more roundabout manner to avoid 
the charge of entrapment. Conversations with pimps and sex workers are worded in ways 
that do not explicitly state they are looking for paid sex but can be potentially interpreted 
as such. As A explained, “You can tell him, “Geylang is very quiet recently isn’t it?” If 
he is a pimp, he may say, “You want girls? I’ll bring you there.”85”  
In comparison to pimps in the underground sex trade, the communication 
networks independent sex workers have are not as extensive. Sex workers who are 
friends exchange news of the police’s whereabouts among themselves through phone 
calls and text messages to manage risk, and they observe the number of women on the 
streets to decide if it is safe enough for them to work. Empty streets convey danger, 
hinting at the possible presence of plainclothes police officers. These sex workers often 
                                                
83 Mandarin: Ƶ 
84 Mandarin: ƙƶ 
85 Mandarin: 8l.ƃ+ŸüƊŢƻÇƭ hoh	ć+úâķĄĶ+lŝ2Ÿ 8Ů
¥¡{	Ö½8h 
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situate themselves near places such as bus stops and bridges also, enabling them to easily 
leave the scene or pass off as individuals such as pedestrians waiting for public transport 
once they receive news about impending police raids.  
While pimps, lookouts and sex workers are generally aware of the two 
more prominent leaders of the task force in charge of prostitution and the license plate 
numbers of unmarked vehicles the police uses, they do not always recognize all 
plainclothes police officers who walk around the streets. According to my respondents in 
the underground sex trade, officers in the task force change every now and then, making 
it difficult to remember and identify them in Geylang. Moreover, they asserted police 
officers from the task force had begun using vehicles officers from the Central Narcotics 
Bureau (CNB), making it tougher to determine whether officers are in Geylang to 
conduct raids to do with drugs or sex work. To keep up with recognizing plainclothes 
police officers in the task force, some lookouts deliberately head to places where raids 
have just occurred, and try to pass off as curious onlookers while watching and 
remembering the faces of the police officers who lead pimps or sex workers to their vans. 
Like S claimed, “How to recognize plainclothes police? We sit down at the kopitiam. 
When we hear news of arrest, we will go over to see and remember their faces.”86  
Sex workers who have been caught and taken back to the Police 
Cantonment Complex will also bear in mind appearances of the plainclothes police 
officers they see, so that they can recognize them on the streets in the near future. A 
transgender local streetwalker AS explained, “Once they catch us, the next time they 
                                                
86 Mandarin: Ëų;ŪŲ¯	x|ÄÖ/ątVzƗß&Ö/2ƂhĻų&
Personal communication with S, September 2009. 
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come, we’ll know already. If I don’t know, Liz will know. But new batch, we won’t 
know.87” 
Participants in the underground sex industry also rely on certain means of 
interpreting the demeanor or the appearance of people to manage risk, gauging if these 
individuals are most possibly plainclothes police officers from the task force in charge of 
prostitution, potential customers or just passer-bys. They watch out for props he uses, 
such as a wireless earpiece and track shoes. In addition, they take note of areas on the 
body where police equipment can be concealed. A lanyard hanging on the neck and 
hidden under a top arouses suspicion, as it can be easily fished out with one hand to flash 
a police warrant card while the other hand is grabbing someone. A small waist pouch that 
can be used to contain handcuffs is perceived as a definite give-away, but a person 
without a waist pouch is not immediately excused, for handcuffs can be easily kept at the 
waist or in pockets too. Places where pistols can possibly be hidden, such as the chest and 
the leg, are also scrutinized to determine if they are bulkier. Individuals in Geylang who 
come across as being neater and cleaner in their attire also provoke misgivings. With 
experience, these ways of seeing translate into a kind of visceral sensation for most of my 
respondents, who simply describe how they identify plainclothes police officers as using 
their “sixth sense,”88 “instinct,”89 intuition or “gut feeling.”90 During my fieldwork, while 
I did not detect all these props mentioned by informants, I have indeed observed 
plainclothes officers with track shoes and lanyards hanging from their necks emerging 
                                                
87 Personal communication with AS, August 2009. 
88 Personal communication with J, September 2009. 
89 Personal communication with AS, August 2009. 
90 Personal communication with S, November 2009. 
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from a short-lease house after a raid. Most pimps or punters in Geylang wear sandals or 
slippers.  
In addition to noting whether a person is hiding signs of his “real” identity 
in his self-presentation, actors in the underground sex trade pay attention to his behaviors 
also. Conduct that signal unfriendliness, contempt and being exceptionally alert to men 
and not just women, are indicators. As S claimed,  
They pass by coffee shops sometimes. You must observe their eyes, the way 
they are looking at people. They won’t smile at you when they walk by. 
Sometimes, their heads won’t even move and they will look at you out of the 
corners of their eyes. We know how to identify them, else we’ll be doomed.91 
   
Besides having social arrangements like a hidden communication system 
and methods of identifying plainclothes police officers, the moral order in which some 
participants in the underground sex trade are embedded supports the minimization of risk 
during police raids. Raids are occasions for the regeneration, display and testing of 
“character” (Goffman, 1967:214) among these interactants. It is normative, for instance, 
for pimps to exchange information about the activities and whereabouts of police officers 
among themselves. These interpersonal behaviors before and during raids are taken to 
display qualities such as helpfulness and generate inclusiveness. They allow for the 
performance of mutual cooperation and the renewal of solidarity in times of danger, 
resulting in the formation and preservation of a “coalition against the society of the 
respectable” (Goffman, 1967:200) among otherwise strangers. To act against this norm is 
to fall short in this test of character, and chance being judged as possessing negative or 
undesirable character traits like selfishness. The violator of the norm is subsequently 
                                                
91 Mandarin: þ÷+/2ŕƈx|Ä8ŮĻ+/ĶĽľĻ&ĶĽņ+/ƀƈ2ƃ8ō
þ÷\ĮóĽĻ& Ö/2Ļ2Ļ³¦ŧ Personal communication with S, November 
2009. 
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sanctioned by not receiving news about the police from other pimps. In this way, actors 
hold up and maintain a morality that buttresses the reduction of risk for themselves and 
others. Like J asserted while complaining about two pimps who work from the short-
lease house adjacent to his,  
I used to pass them information, such as which street police officers are at 
and if they are coming. But overtime, I realize that they do not pass me 
information they receive. They did not help me. I felt that I judged them 
wrongly, so I don’t tell them news about the police anymore. If I have 
information, I’ll keep my girls, and if they ask, I’ll say, “Nothing.” After 
some time, they stopped asking. Very selfish. Scared of competition? I 
don’t know. But one has to help one another to be in this line.92 
 
*** 
  J leaned against a car and looked around the street, smoking one stick of 
Malboro Reds after another. He had bought them from a cigarette peddler just now. 
Another pimp, who worked from the same short-lease house as J, walked up to him and 
passed him some dollar notes. He took the notes and slipped them into his pocket without 
counting.  
“Wei.” J looked over the car, and attached his greeting with a kissing 
sound. 
A Malaysian in his mid twenties who worked as a mechanic in Singapore, 
got up from his place at the pavement. He had been waiting for a sex worker to be 
available for about twenty to thirty minutes already. He walked up to J and followed him 
through the backdoor of the unlit short-lease house.  




AƌŨŮ"ĺ¾ÊPersonal communication with J, September 2009. 
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Inside, a Japanese punter stormed out from one of the rooms that lined the 
dark corridor and loudly scolded a Thai sex worker, complaining that he did not see her 
rinse her mouth before giving him a blowjob, or what is also called “eating ice cream” or 
“singing karaoke” in Geylang. At his continuous yelling and accusations of being 
unhygenic, the sex worker began to cry. 
“Fuck your mother! Vagina!93 Her mouth, what she wants to do with it 
must show you is it?!” J sized up the situation and hollered back. Aggression and tension 
grew, and a row between the two ensued. The punter refused to let up and left the house. 
Letting out another string of vulgarities, J raised his fist. 
In the underground sex industry in Geylang, risk not only stems from 
random police raids. It also comes from customers who turn violent or difficult. In my 
conversations with sex workers, stories of being roughly treated by customers are 
commonplace. LL, for instance, a woman in her mid thirties from Fujian, China, asserted 
that one of her customers tried to snatch her handbag and run out of the hotel room after 
they had sex. ZP, a woman from Fujian too, claimed that a customer did not pay her but 
robbed her of one hundred and fifty dollars in a hotel room and that she heard of another 
woman who has been stabbed with a knife and robbed. XJ, also a PRC woman in her late 
thirties, recounted an incident where one of her customers forcefully pressed his chest on 
hers when he was on top of her in bed. He ignored her when she told him he was hurting 
her breasts. Instead, he pressed harder against her and with one arm, tried to secretly 
remove his condom without her consent. She screamed at him upon realizing that and he 
fled the room. 
                                                
93 Hokkien: Ka ni na! Chee bye!  
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Majority of foreign sex workers in the underground sex industry in 
Geylang are either over-stayers, on social visit passes or possess “Special Passes” which 
are also called “S-passes” or “white cards94” that are issued by authorities like the 
Ministry of Manpower. These “Special Passes” state that they are temporarily allowed to 
remain in Singapore to assist in the investigation of cases, but are not to engage in any 
employment95. Being of dubious immigration status or are working illegally, most sex 
workers do not turn to the police when they have been robbed or treated roughly. Instead, 
those with pimps rely on their pimps to enforce order when transactions go “wrong” and 
become fateful events of being harmed, robbed or be left unpaid. These sex workers hold 
their pimps to the latter’s claim of “protection” against violent, demanding or defaulting 
customers. In this manner, these events become opportunities for a pimp to test his 
character. They are occasions where a pimp has the risk and opportunity of generating 
and expressing to himself and others his style of conduct in moments of action.  
Generally, a sex worker who works with a pimp gets a fixed amount of 
money for every customer. The cash taken by a pimp depends on whether he is also her 
“boss” and the price negotiated with the punter. A pimp is considered the “boss” of a sex 
worker if it is through his contacts that she comes to Geylang to work. In this case, he 
                                                
94 Mandarin: ĵd  
95 A sizable portion of women who possess these “Special Passes” claims that they have been cheated by 
agents who promised them work in the cleaning, administrative or accounting sectors in Singapore. After 
paying these agents, arriving in Singapore and making work permits however, these agents told them that 
the positions promised are not currently available due to financial difficulties. They are to wait for news. As 
months pass by and their cash dwindles, they confront their agents, some of whom tell them to work as 
hostesses in karaoke lounges first. Others do not pick up their calls. Gradually, these women lose contact 
with these agents, and many turn to streetwalking after working illegally in karaoke lounges. Some 
voluntarily report to the Ministry of Manpower upon realizing that their agents may have deceived them, 
while others are caught during raids. These women are then issued with these ‘Special Passes’ and their 
passports are withheld. They are not to seek employment while their cases are being investigated. 
According to these women, the Ministry of Manpower tries to provide them with employment with some 
companies, but the pay is low and the waiting list is very long. When the Ministry of Manpower closes a 
case, even though the agent may not been caught, the woman will be deported and is to collect her passport 
on the day of departure itself at Changi Airport. 
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receives a cut even if it is not him who has successfully sealed a transaction. For instance, 
the Thai sex workers that J and other pimps work with receive thirty-five dollars flat for 
every customer. J is the boss of a few of these sex workers. Whenever one of the pimps 
who J works with manages to negotiate a deal that involves one of these sex workers, J 
gets fifteen dollars. The sum that the other pimp receives is what is left, and varies 
according to how much the punter has agreed to pay. 
Occasions that test one’s character are even more critical when the 
informal rules that some pimps impose on their sex workers are taken into account. These 
rules include not going out alone without the pimps’ knowledge and not telling anyone 
where they stay in Geylang. If these sex workers were found to flout any rule, they are 
“fined” a sum of money that ranges between two to four hundred dollars. Some staff 
members working in budget hotels where pimps put up sex workers also help to ensure 
that these rules are adhered to. If they spot a sex worker going out alone for instance, they 
will inform the pimp, who will confront the woman. With these rules, pimps have better 
control of the whereabouts of sex workers and ensure that they will not work by 
themselves (“eat secretly”96) and leave pimps or the bosses of pimps out of the income 
they make. After these sex workers left Singapore and return to their home countries, 
pimps and their bosses will use the accumulated “fines” to treat themselves to a big meal. 
With these dynamics at play, occasions of recreating the self and acquiring or losing 
character in the eyes of sex workers gain added importance for pimps. Besides warning 
sex workers that they are in danger of police officers, fulfilling sex workers’ expectations 
of being “protected” when they meet unreasonable or aggressive customers is a major 
way to getting their cooperation. 
                                                
96 Mandarin: Bo 
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  The expectations and obligations between pimps and sex workers 
contribute to the moral order in which they are embedded. A satisfactory or good 
showing entails successfully enforcing order in the relationship between a sex worker and 
her client, such as by finding and beating up a defaulting or violent client. The pimp 
acquires the character quality of being “good” or “responsible” from the perspective of a 
sex worker, justifying to himself and others his working relationship with her. A bad 
showing involves consistently failing to effectively police the behavioral norms between 
clients and sex workers, like being unable to catch up with the customer who has escaped 
after robbing her or be aggressive enough to win a quarrel with an unreasonable customer. 
He may be picked out as being “useless” or “incompetent” as a pimp. Unable to uphold 
“righteousness” or “fairness,” he is seen to be of weak character in this moral game. This 
attribution of character traits may invite character contests from sex workers, which 
usually take the form of challenging the pimp’s claim to the money sex workers pay him. 
To reestablish his dominance, the pimp has to win these character contests with sex 
workers. This can be achieved by alleging that the sex workers have moved out of line in 
their relationship with him and that their transgression could have serious consequences 
for them. Failure to quickly maintain interpersonal social control can result in the pimp’s 
loss of compliance and cooperativeness of sex workers. The pimp has an advantage in 
winning these contests however, with space as potentially “his” resource and the lack of 
alternative means of seeking redress for the sex worker. As ZP recounted her 
confrontation with a Vietnamese pimp who did not find the customer who robbed her 
friend,  
I asked him, “Why do you take our money but did not manage to catch the 
customer! No work done, and taking our money for nothing!” He started 
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quarrelling with me and glared at me. I told him, “Don’t glare at me! My 
father doesn’t even do that to me!” He told me to leave the street if I’m not 
happy with him.97 
 
  ZP and her friend later turned to the police to solve the robbery case. The 
uniformed police officers arrived, and “advised” them to drop the case as what they are 
doing on the street, soliciting for customers, is not legal as well. They did just that. Their 
operations in the underground have deprived them of using legitimate means of seeking 
help or redress. Access to these means of resolving problems that are often taken for 
granted by the mainstream is not evenly distributed across different sectors of a society, 
but varies according to one’s activities and immigration status. 
*** 
  As argued in the previous chapter, the regulation of “approved” brothels, 
has laid the basis for the emergence and development of an underground sex industry in 
Geylang. Outsiders popularly perceive this sector as chaotic and disorganized. By 
showing how interpersonal interactions of social control among different actors in this 
sector are structured, this chapter provides an understanding that emphasizes the 
orderliness prevalent in the everyday lives of these individuals. It shows how tolerance 
and face are built into interactions between law enforcers and lawbreakers during routine 
police patrols, generating a code of etiquette that actors generally abide by. It also reveals 
how the extent of risk one experiences during raids does not just “come with the job,” but 
varies with arrangements and methods directed at the management of information about 
the operations of police. Rather than stressing the “immorality” and stigma that outsiders 
                                                
97 Mandarin: ÖƠ+“'äÖ/ĶƛlúĖþßV©&ĖþA·ĵĵäƛ”+³ƃÖ
uģqĿÖÖk+“ŮĿÖ{ÖƝƌƎÖĥĥƖĿÖ”+³kÖĠƴLŮŌ
ƌĄũPersonal communication with ZP, March 2010. 
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ascribe to participants in the sex industry, this chapter illuminates how these participants 
themselves judge and are judged by moral rules of expectations and obligations within 
their interpersonal interactions, which are both enabling and constraining of their 
respective work. Through these judgments that usually occur during or after fateful 
activities such as police raids and violent encounters with clients, character is tested and 
can be gained or lost. Traits like helpfulness, selfishness and responsibility do not 
therefore solely originate from the individual, but are stakes and winnings that derive 
from the structures of interactions actors live by in this illegal, underground sex industry.  
  While this chapter calls attention to the structures of interpersonal 
interactions among participants in the underground sex trade, it should be noted that it 
does not deny that moral orders can largely function to the advantage of certain parties, 
such as protecting pimps from authorities as well as assuring pimps the cooperation of 
















The woman made her way into the familiar crowd. Tonight, like other 
nights, tables spilled out of the nearby kopitiam along the street and packed the dark alley, 
with small buckets of beer bottles taking center place on most of them. Pony glasses, 
peanuts and bowls of wanton noodles framed these beer bottles messily, occasionally 
picked up and handled by the chatting and laughing occupants of these tables, who were 
mostly men. 
Several of these men were local and above forty years old, and were 
attired casually in t-shirts or polo tees and Bermudas or pants. Women, on the other hand, 
spoke basic conversational Mandarin with a Vietnamese accent and were around twenty 
years of age. Many of them wore thick mascara, eye shadow of different hues, glitter or 
dark eyeliner, spaghetti strap tops and shorts. 
As the woman walked down the alley, her eyes actively wandered over the 
bodies of the bodies of people at the tables, lingering longer on the faces of some men. 
One man glanced around, eventually stopping on her body and meeting her gaze. Without 
a word, she smiled, runs her fingers through her long black hair, and while still 
maintaining their eye contact, strolled to his table and sat besides him. 
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“Would you like a drink?98” The man pointed to his glass of beer on the 
table. The woman shook her head and requested for green tea instead. He nodded and 
called out to the drinks vendor, who arrived a few minutes later with a can of green tea, a 
drinking straw and a pink plastic cup filled with ice. He gave some coins to the vendor 
who promptly departed to another table. She poked the straw into the can. 
“What is your name?99” He continued. She gave him her alias. 
“How long have you been here?100” 
“A few days.101” She pushed aside the can of green tea. “What is your 
name?102” 
  The man gave the woman his name and she nodded in acknowledgement. 
More rudimentary questions followed. A lapse in their conversation gradually set in, 
hampered by her basic grasp of Mandarin and his inability to converse in Vietnamese. At 
this, she fished out a cell phone out of her tiny handbag, activated its camera function and 
tried to take a photo of him. He immediately blocked the camera lens with his palm, 
shaking his head adamantly. She withdrew, fiddling with her cell phone in front of herself. 
Edging his chair nearer to her, the man leaned close to her shoulders, looked down at her 
phone and put his arm around her chair. As she showed him various functions of her 
phone and the photos in it, he casually wrapped his fingers around her hand.  
  A short while later, the man took out a cell phone from his pocket and told 
her about its functions. The woman picked up a green Heineken bottle on the table to 
refill his half-empty glass. She pressed herself against the side of his body as he talked, 
                                                
98 Mandarin: Ů~r	  
99 Mandarin: 8k'p¢	  
100 Mandarin: ą{	 
101 Mandarin: P 
102 Mandarin: 8k'p¢	  
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touching his lap gently with her hand that was still in his, before slowly tracing a path up 
and down his inner thigh with her finger. He gulped down his beer, and she leisurely 
moved her hand towards his groin. 
  “Would you like to go to a hotel?103” She gazed at the man, moved even 
closer and asked. Her fingers caressed his groin for a few seconds and went back to 
stroking his inner thigh. He hesitated and turned away, looking straight ahead and not 
meeting her eyes. His beer had run out. 
  “Do you want to?104” No reply.  
  “Do you want?105” She bended a little lower towards his lap.  
  “How much?106” 
  “Fifty.107” The man kept quiet and remained still, ignoring her. She 
repeated herself. “Do you want… Want?108”  
  After a few more minutes of silence, she abruptly let go of his hand, got 
up from her chair and walked away, frowning and looking annoyed. Her red plastic chair 
made a loud distressing noise as it roughly scraped against the ground. 
*** 
Conventionally, interpersonal norms strangers generally enact between 
themselves in public spaces are those of civil inattention (Goffman 1963). One of these 
implicit norms has to do with eye movements and discipline. Persons sharing the same 
public space commonly, for example, glance quickly at one another and orient 
                                                
103 Mandarin: ŮŮh hotel	 
104 Mandarin: ŮŮ	 
105 Mandarin: ŮŮ}	 
106 Mandarin: ²	  
107 Mandarin: #` 
108 Mandarin: ŮŮ… ŮŮ}	 
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themselves to others’ movements if necessary. These fleeting looks communicate to 
others that their presence is acknowledged but that they do not “constitute a target of 
special curiosity or design” (Goffman 1963:84). Their presence and behaviors are 
dismissed politely as life as usual, and being so, do not warrant one’s sustained attention. 
One sees that he or she is seen but unnoticed by others, at the same time as one sees and 
does not notice others. 
The presence of this normative visual performance in public is most 
evident when a person is studiously staring at another and is unexpectedly “caught.” In 
this surprised meeting of the eyes, one or the other, but usually the offender, commonly 
shifts his or her gaze away with perhaps a tinge of awkwardness and embarrassment, 
realizing one has broken a norm with regard to eye movements. By acting out the norm 
of exercising adequate eye movements and discipline, strangers maintain distance 
between themselves, permitting themselves and others to openly enjoy a degree of 
personal space in public.  
In contrast, most actors in a typical kopitiam in Geylang usually violate it 
with regard to the opposite gender. The eyes of a woman actively travel across bodies and 
linger on the faces of men. When a man returns her gaze, she does not turn away but 
maintains the visual contact with him. With a prolonged exchange of eyes, they transform 
the conventionally unfocused interaction into a focused one between them. By not 
showing embarrassment or awkwardness or turning away, these actors cooperate in 
rendering the norm inoperative. Instead, they collaborate in making its violation 
normative in the Geylang kopitiam. Starring at another person of the opposite gender is 
collectively taken and made to be commonplace.  
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Conceivably, a myriad of interpretations can be attributed to this 
normative infringement of the civil inattention rule. Various possibilities with regard to 
how the interaction between the pair will turn out abound. The first infringement, which 
comprises the woman staring at the man, can signal impoliteness, curiosity, hostility, 
interest, recognition, a call for help or more. By returning her gaze, the man cooperates in 
producing the chances of a face-to-face encounter, which is realized when they share a 
table and reduce the distance between them. 
As according to social convention, the man asks and buys the woman a 
drink. A friendly chat unfolds as she smiles and accepts the drink. In this way, the pair 
concertedly orients themselves to define their interaction as warm and diminish the 
likelihood that their motivations and roles in it are antagonistic. This coordinated 
unfolding of actions and the lack of surprise, uncertainty or puzzlement that each displays 
at how the other behaves is only likely if they make and rely on a taken-for-granted 
assumption that a face-to-face encounter with the other in the kopitiam is not out of place 
although they are strangers to each other.  
  Another implicit norm that strangers generally enact to display civil 
inattention in public spaces has to do with the physical placement and movement of their 
bodies. By and large, where a stranger situates himself or herself in a public area 
corresponds to the density of bodies in it. If a person arrives at a bus stop occupied by 
only one other individual on a bench for instance, one usually parks oneself on another 
bench at the bus stop instead of sitting besides the stranger. To sit right beside the 
stranger is to run the risk of drawing excessive attention to oneself and coming across as 
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rude or weird, violating the other’s space. If however, a person arrives at a crowded bus 
stop, he or she may sit or stand right next to a stranger without arousing suspicion.  
  This correlation, together with the implicit civility norm of adequate eye 
movements, results in the amount of personal space one enjoys and allows other strangers 
to enjoy in public to be elastic. In high-density areas, a person usually tries not to make 
excessively large movements and exercises greater eye discipline like taking more care in 
searching for areas to place one’s eyes without seeming as if one is staring at someone in 
close proximity. In low-density places, the reverse applies. One is freer to make large 
movements and look around more carelessly. In this manner, the body of an individual 
“expands and shrinks” (Chua 2003:51) as he or she passes through public spaces of 
different densities, cooperating with others to create a changing amount of personal space 
for everyone.  
The limit for such movements of bodies and the amount of personal space 
each body enjoys is skin. Touching a stranger in public is generally a no-no. Therefore, 
when this civility rule is violated, such as when strangers accidentally bump into each 
other, one or both of them will usually do “repair work” (Goffman 1971) like turning to 
mutter an apology that may then be acknowledged by the other with a nod, a smile or a 
quick “it’s okay” before they continue on their separate ways. When repair work is not 
done, indignation or a perception that the other party is rude or violating results.  
In the case of the kopitiams in Geylang, it is commonplace to find relative 
strangers in close proximity despite the availability of free space around them. As 
depicted, a woman in the kopitiam may pull out a chair nonchalantly and sit right besides 
a man she has just made eye contact with, even though the rest of the table may be 
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largely unoccupied. By not protesting, the man collaborates in rendering her intrusion 
permissible. Moreover, as the pair interacts, the limit of skin may get frequently 
trespassed without resistance or protest, with no repair work like an apology done. 
Through these small actions, actors work together to make the civility norm of body 
movements that usually hold true in public places invalid, and render its lapse normative. 
There is however, a perceivable order and limit for such violation. The 
trespasses of skin contact generally occur at body parts like shoulders, arms and hands 
first before parts such as inner thighs and genitals. They can be interpreted as “tie-signs” 
(Goffman 1971:188), establishing progressive intimacy and signaling desire between the 
pair. While women have been observed to touch body parts of men like thighs or genitals, 
no man has been observed to openly caress a woman’s breasts or genitals with his hands 
during my immersion in Geylang as well. This “unequal access” suggests the likely 
presence of an implicit norm that delimits the extent a woman’s body is accessible to a 
man when they are interacting. Obviously, interactional rules between strangers in 
Geylang kopitiams are different from that of other public spaces. By infringing the 
civility norm of eye and body movements, individuals in the Geylang kopitiams 
systematically encroach on the amount of personal space an individual can possibly enjoy 
with regard to others.  
  Having allowed the woman to touch his body, indicating his desire, the 
woman’s indexical phrase “do you want to go to a hotel?109” while she is touching him 
can only be read as a call for deeper intimacy and sexual acts. At this stage, any other 
understanding of why the pair might want to go to a hotel, such as to attend a private 
party with friends would be contextualizing incomprehensible. In turn, a pair going off to 
                                                
109Mandarin: ŮŮh hotel 	 
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have sex will complete the notion that intimacy develop in a progression, with sexual 
intercourse as the end of an encounter.  
  By subsequently asking “how much?110,” the man created at least two 
possibilities with regard to sexual acts between them at a hotel. First, the query can be 
seen as him opening up the prospect of establishing a condition, like a price, to engaging 
in sexual acts. Second, he could be enquiring about the price of the room. By replying 
“fifty,111” the woman was either working hand in hand with him to delineate the 
condition to intimacy, or informing him the cost of the room. Nonetheless, with this 
question, practical tasks constitutive of solicitation, namely, that of making known one’s 
availability for sexual acts and setting a price on it, are now accomplished.112  
  The man’s silence after the woman named a number can be seen as moves 
that reduce intimacy with her, increasing the amount of personal space he has. By not 
heading off with her and not telling her to go away, his silence and inaction signaled 
ambiguity and indecision. In short, he had left her hanging. By leaving the table after a 
few minutes, she showed the interaction to a close with him; rejected the soliciting as 
having failed ultimately.  
At the same time, the woman leaving the table reveals the indexical phrase 
“Do you want to go to a hotel?113” as not only a call to have sexual intercourse, but also 
the drawing of a limit to the time they spend being intimate in the kopitiam. By 
                                                
110 Mandarin: ²	 
111 Mandarin: #` 
112 In ethnomethodology, participants produce their actions with respect to the conduct of others, and in 
particular, the immediately preceding action or activity. Technically then, I should have tried to observe the 
actions of the pair in the hotel to ascertain that solicitation has been accomplished here. Unfortunately, I 
have not done so. What is relied here instead is verbal information gathered by people in the kopitiam. 
“How much?” refers to how much money one has to pay for sex, and fifty refers to the amount of money to 
be paid for sex. 
113 Mandarin: ŮŮh hotel 	 
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displaying annoyance with her facial expression and rudeness using the chair, she pointed 
at him for having left her hanging and not doing repair work after reaching the limit of 
their intimacy. She had been exploited, providing titillation and foreplay for his pleasure 
for free.  
Commonly, men who have spent a sizable amount of time like half hour or 
so being intimate with women in the kopitiam and do not want to leave with them after 
the question “do you want to go to a hotel?114”  is asked, will pay them a small tip 
between ten to twenty dollars. The women will depart amiably. If a tip is not given, 
women will linger besides them longer waiting for a tip or ask, “Can you give me a bit of 
money?115” In these cases, “can you give me a bit of money?116” can be perceived as a 
request for repair work to be done at reaching the limit of their intimacy, and giving the 
money, these men shows recognition of the sex done by the sex worker in the kopitiams 
in public.  
Commonsensical background expectancies that actors use to initiate and 
continue encounters in the kopitiam are evident when they are breached. My presence as 
a Singaporean woman alone in a kopitiam in Geylang for instance, typically drew 
surprise from people. Once, as I was observing the goings-on, a man sat at the table I was 
at and offered me a drink in Mandarin. I declined with a “No, thank you.” He looked at 
me in shock for a few seconds before replying, “You know how to speak English? You 
are Singaporean?117” On another occasion, after I told a man that I am a Singaporean, he 
refused to believe it and demanded to see my pink identity card. That my nationality 
                                                





117 Mandarin: 82ŵŤñ	8úôZ&	 
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became a contested issue during these conversations suggests I had infringed their 
commonsensical knowledge that women in the kopitiam are foreigners from neighboring 
countries, who mostly do not speak English. My presence therefore incited surprise or 
skepticism on their part. Asking me for verification is an act that challenged my identity 
claim and an attempt at keeping what they take for granted intact.  
Typically, after contesting and accepting my claim of being a Singaporean, 
the question turns to why I am in the kopitiam. When I replied that I am a student 
researching the area, men responded in various ways. These included the likes of, “It’s 
not proper for girls like you to come here. Because people will misunderstand that you’re 
one of the sex workers. Geylang is not a decent place,” “You are stupid for being here. 
Men will come up to you and ask ‘how much.’ Go home. If I were a minister, I would 
complain to Lee Hsien Long to keep you out,” and “The school asks you to come to 
Geylang?! What do you study?118” In these examples, recognizing my presence in the 
kopitiam as a non-sex worker as out of routine is only possible if actors operate on their 
presumption that women hanging out in the kopitiams are sex workers. Examining their 
responses further show up what else they assumed as commonsensical.  
Take the case of the man who said, “It’s not proper for girls like you to 
come here. Because people will misunderstand that you’re one of the sex workers.” He 
obviously assembled two distinct categories of women. “Girls like you” can be seen as a 
reference to my status as a student researcher, and “others.” “Because people will 
misunderstand that you’re one of the sex workers” establishes the “other” as sex workers. 
In this fashion, the difference between “girls like you” and “sex workers” is set up. When 
he went on to say “Geylang is not a decent place,” he produced the dominant reading of 
                                                
118 Mandarin: þ¤ĉk8ąŢŏ	8ź'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Geylang as a place associated with sex workers, sex work and not “girls like you.” With 
not being “decent” now predominantly tied to doing sex work, he held at bay for instance, 
the probable existence of “decent” “sex workers” and “indecent” “girls like you.”  
Having established “Geylang” and “not a decent place,” he could 
subsequently claim my presence in Geylang as being “out of place,” hence not “proper.” 
The responses of other men to my presence can perhaps be understood in this light, as 
they told me to “go home,” that I am being “stupid” or should be kept out. Similarly, the 
response “The school asks you to come to Geylang?! What are you studying?119” 
revealed a belief that there is incongruence between being a student researcher who is not 
a sex worker and being in Geylang, and might be an attempt to understand or reconcile 
the incongruity. 
Moreover, the question as to my purpose in the Geylang kopitiams 
typically popped up after my claim of being a Singaporean, revealing the men’s 
assumption of the possibility that a Singaporean woman is “not” a sex worker. 
Conversely, the absence of them questioning foreign women about their motives in the 
kopitiam indicated their assumption that these foreign women in the kopitiam are sex 
workers.  
These attempts by men to account for my presence and behaviors in the 
kopitiam revealed and reconstructed commonsensical ideas that they hold of the moral 
order of the kopitams. These ideas include Geylang is a heterosexual red light district, 
kopitiams in Geylang are places for pickups, women in the kopitiams are foreign sex 
workers, and that being a sex worker is not decent and is a stigmatized identity.  
                                                
119 Mandarin: þ¤ĉk8ąŢŏ	 8ź'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As depicted, this chapter has crafted an ethnomethodological portrait of 
how actors in Geylang kopitiams competently appeal to and recreate “seen but 
unnoticed” (Garfinkel 1967:36) features of interaction as they accomplish solicitation. 
Some of these pertain to gender, sexuality and value, and are usually passed off as 
commonsensical knowledge or the “natural facts of life.” They are hence, taken-for-
granted and may be perceived as value-neutral. As sex workers and men 
“understandably” and consistently use these background expectancies, they reproduce 
and bring forth the social reality of solicitation while sequentially forestalling other 
possibilities of the future from becoming. In this way, actors work concertedly to 
regularly transform men into punters. After all, “consumers are ‘socially produced’” (see 
Chua 2003). 
As they achieve solicitation, sex workers and men create a set of gendered 
interactional norms that make the prevalent notion of kopitiams in Geylang as public 
spaces120 problematic. Criteria that mark a public space are not met. Common norms of 
social civility, for instance, are not adhered to. Instead, they are violated, systematically 
dismantling the personal space strangers usually afford to one another. One notes 
however, that this dismantlement is not total, but curtailed by limits defined in relation to 
the body parts of a woman and the intimacy a pair establishes between them in the 
kopitiam. These interactional limits in turn, facilitate sex work.   
With the dismantlement of personal spaces, civil inattention faces 
difficulty in manifesting. As a result, not everyone is granted equal access to the kopitiam, 
                                                
120 A general, encompassing meaning of ‘public space’ by Roger Scruton can be adopted here, with the 
term taken to “designate a location which is (i) designed, however minimally, such that (ii) everyone has 
the rights of access, (iii) encounters in it between individual users are unplanned and unexceptional, and (iv) 
their behavior towards each other is subjected to rules none other than those of common norms of social 
civility” (Chua 1992:2). 
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entering and exiting whenever they like, and another criterion that marks a public space 
remains unfulfilled. As demonstrated, actors whom I have interacted with in the kopitiam 
constructed a social order through their words whereby a Singaporean woman who is not 
a sex worker is deemed as not entirely eligible for co-presence in the kopitiam in Geylang. 
A person who is not a sex worker or a man who does not want female company may find 
his or her experiences in the kopitiam tiresome as well. With the concerted cooperation of 
generating civil inattention missing, they may discover themselves having to exercise 
extra caution or discipline with regard to their eye and body movements, with their 
bodies “shrinking” in relation to others in an attempt to not touch or be touched. When 
actors note their presence or behaviors, they may define them as odd or surprising using 
ideas that they take as commonsensical or are the “natural facts of life.” Instead of 
subsequently questioning these same ideas, actors may point their fingers at these 
“deviant” individuals, claiming them as not quite having the astuteness to stay away or 
behave in a “proper” manner. In this way, they “push” these individuals to exit the 
kopitiam sooner than they like. Interactional gendered norms that are brought forth 
become exclusionary structures that reduce the odds of these unwelcomed individuals 












  Liberal feminists’ recent conceptualization of sex work as “work” is a vast 
progress from early functionalist understandings that assume essentialist notions of male 
and female sexuality. By asserting sex work as work, these liberal feminists carve out a 
space for the agency of sex workers who claim that they freely choose to do sex work. In 
doing so, these liberal feminists also set themselves most prominently against radical 
feminists who insist that prostitution brings with it physical and psychological harms that 
should not be accepted. These competing perspectives are both valid when one examines 
the positions of sex workers in Geylang, with their limits evident as well. 
  In Geylang, there are sex workers who voluntarily enter the trade, in line 
with liberal feminists’ perception of sex work as work. In these instances, materialistic 
desires have overridden the hold of conventional sexual ethics, allowing them to not 
profess aversion to their job. Consumerist cultural values that aid the propagation of the 
capitalist system of production greatly influence their decisions to enter and stay in the 
trade. In a bid to achieve a “better” living, with “better” culturally defined in economic 
terms, their decisions to enter deviant occupations are therefore rational. Some make 
more than one trip to Singapore for sex work or stay on in Singapore even after their 
social visit passes have expired. Women who agree to bad working conditions or have 
consensual working relationships with pimps in Singapore can also be viewed in this 
light. When talking to a streetwalker LL about her life in China and future plans for 
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example, she made no admission of whether she will cease sex work but eagerly showed 
me cell phone photos of the four-storey bungalow she owns in China, complete with 
luxuries like a flat screen plasma television. She worked as a hostess in a nightclub before 
in Shanghai, but was drawn to doing sex work in Singapore because of the favorable 
exchange rate. 
In cases where conventional sexual morals still have a relatively 
stronghold on these sex workers despite their financial or materialistic concerns, the fit 
between their experiences and the liberal feminists’ paradigm of sex work as work is 
tenuous. These sex workers express ambivalence or aversion towards sex work, 
especially guilt that can be traced to beliefs surrounding female sexuality. ZP for instance, 
once said while crying that she prefers to be kept busy with customers as that allows her 
to “not think.”121 If business is slow, she will inevitably reflect on her work in Geylang, 
which is upsetting and makes her feel bad about herself. Her attempts at avoiding self-
reflection can be interpreted as attempts at establishing distance from an embodied 
conscience or a set of sexual ethics, in particular, her acceptance of the Madonna/whore 
dichotomy that governs female sexuality. The former refers to a woman who is virtuous, 
chaste and heterosexually monogamous, while the latter references one who has 
contravened norms of acceptable femininity and engages in “depraved,” “immoral” or 
deviant sexual behaviors. ZP’s emotional struggle and damaged self-esteem stemmed in 
part from these embodied beliefs.  
How these migrant sex workers imagine their future also reveal their 
ambivalence or acceptance of conventional sexual morals. They speak of saving up 
enough money in Singapore to set up restaurants and clothing or shoe shops when they 
                                                
121 Mandarin: ŮÑ Personal communication with ZP. 
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return home. Those who appeared negatively affected by their experiences in Geylang 
spoke of their deportation or return home as an opportunity to “start anew,”122 or a time 
for rest and “manage their emotions”123 and get a different job. Such imaginations are 
also made possible because of a change in the audiences they face once they moved home, 
giving them the option of hiding from this home audience the nature of their work in 
Singapore, abandon the pseudonyms they adopt in Singapore and regain the use of their 
birth names, hence detaching themselves from the stigma of sex work. Regardless, for 
this group of sex workers, sex work does not simply entail the act of exchanging sex for 
money, but involve arduous emotional management concerning morals and conceptions 
of the self. Their struggles with ethics reveal their ambivalence towards accepting sex 
work as legitimate work. 
  It is in cases where foreign sex workers alleged they were deceived or 
misled by agents who promised them legitimate administrative or janitorial jobs in 
Singapore that the radical feminists’ paradigm of sex work fits. According to these 
women, they voluntarily reported their cases to the Ministry of Manpower (MOM) after 
realizing they have been conned. The ministry then withheld their passports and issued 
them with “S-Passes” that stipulate they are not to undertake work while under 
investigation124. This move by MOM contributes to these women entering sex work in 
Singapore when their money runs out. While doing sex work, they may subsequently be 
caught. Their arrest, together with the ministry’s possession of their passports, renders 
them vulnerable to being deported against their will, regardless of whether the accused 
                                                
122 Mandarin: ƘôÆPersonal communication with ZP. 
123 Mandarin: ðīÉÐPersonal communication with AL, January 2010. 
124 It should be noted however that the Ministry of Manpower has put in place a “Temporary Jobs Scheme,” 
where foreign workers are offered jobs by other employers. However, women have noted that there is a 
long waiting list and that these jobs are limited and are low-paying.  
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agents have been apprehended or whether these women have received a satisfactory 
response with regard to their allegations. In this fashion, organizations like MOM control 
the mobility of these foreign women and reveal their limited capacities in assisting them 
or in adjudicating their allegations in a transparent manner. In these situations, the radical 
feminist perspective towards sex work applies. To assert that these sex workers are 
voluntarily engaging in “work” would be to deny the trafficking politics they are 
embroiled in. Instead, the regulatory apparatus that deals with such cases of alleged 
deception across different regions or nations with regard to labor, if it exists, should be 
critiqued as inadequate and as contributing to exploitation. Not enough is being done to 
protect these migrant women laborers.  
  The debate of whether sex work is work bears on a larger question of what 
work should be as well. Under a capitalistic system of production, universal equality and 
the ability to “freely” enter and exit a vocation is but a fiction. Life chances are shaped 
and limited by one’s positions within stratified structures in a society. Workers sell their 
capacity to labor to capitalists and are subjected to systems of control that diminish 
autonomy. These labor relations in turn result in different forms of estrangement for 
workers, particularly alienation from oneself as well as from other workers (Marx 1970). 
In Geylang specifically, the sex trade is structurally fuelled by sexual and class 
inequalities. Foreign women come from relatively poorer countries such as China, 
Vietnam, Thailand and Indonesia, claiming to travel to Singapore in hopes of earning 
higher wages to send home. Local sex workers are mostly transgenders from the lower 
classes, with only primary or secondary school education, have little or no cultural capital 
that facilitates social mobility and profess that they have limited legitimate job options. 
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Located in disadvantaged and restricting positions within hierarchical structures of class 
and sex, these actors render the idea of “freely” engaging in sex work in Geylang 
problematic. As AS, a lowly-educated local transgender streetwalker in her forties who 
wants to buy a flat and claims to be unable to get a legitimate job said, “The customers 
think we want to fuck them, but actually we just want their money. It’s just a job what, 
right? I’m tired of this already. Every night I ask myself, who will fuck me?”125 As both 
ideas of “voluntary” entry and individual ‘agency’ rendered problematic, the sex worker 
should neither simply be heralded as a figure of rebellion against conventional ethics and 
structural constraints nor a figure embodying violence against women. 
  In addition, the underground sex economy in Geylang and the labor 
relations it entails revolve around a hierarchical organizational structure. The social 
relations of this economy currently operate to the advantage of actors like members of 
secret societies and pimps, who extract their profit surplus from the labor of sex workers; 
foreign sex workers are the most vulnerable to exploitation. Inequality between these 
actors is generated from the uneven distribution of resources or capital such as space, 
networks, and knowledge about sexual commerce in Geylang among actors in the 
underground economy. For instance, sex workers are not free to occupy any space on the 
public street to actively display themselves and solicit business because the space has 
been “privatized” and “owned” by members of the secret societies, who must be paid 
“rent” or “protection fees” to these secret societies. Limited knowledge about sexual 
commerce in Geylang has led some foreign streetwalkers to pay secret societies a higher 
price relative to what pimps on the streets pay. With their less extensive communication 
network, some streetwalkers may also agree to working with pimps who have a more 
                                                
125 Personal communication with Ai, May 2009. 
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developed system to manage risk stemming from social control agents. These pimps 
however, are equally exploitative, apparent from how they control the mobility of foreign 
sex workers and ensuring that they get a cut of their earnings by using tactics to ensure 
their compliance. These tactics include lying to sex workers that the police is near to 
scare them and imposing rules and “fines.”  
Current laws and methods of policing the sex trade in Singapore also 
contribute to stratification within the underground sex economy. By enacting regulatory 
moves such as registering actors like brothel keepers, owners and sex workers, the 
pragmatic state that takes prostitution as inevitable tacitly institutionalizes a permitted 
level of criminality informally.  Those operating without such “permission” lead a furtive 
everyday life and are more susceptible to arrests and charges under law. Present 
regulations and ways of policing render those who commit crime with the “approval” of 
the state to be at an advantage over those who do not. For sex work to be deemed as work 
and transpire on less exploitative and more equal grounds, labor relations operating in the 
underground sex economy in Geylang have to be addressed and changed.  
In this light, whether sex work is work depends on various factors. The 
distinction between voluntary sex work and sex trafficking should first be made. Even in 
calling for sex work to be acknowledged as work, one should recognize the idea of 
“freely” entering and exiting such work is problematic for many sex workers. For sex 
work in Geylang to be more acceptable as work and occur on fairer terms, policing 
methods have to be made more adequate and exploitative labor relations in the 
underground economy in Geylang have to be changed. Soliciting, for instance, should be 
decriminalized, enabling sex workers to depend less on exploitative pimps in their 
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attempts to escape from social control agencies. Immigration clauses that restrict the 
transnational mobility of women who are sex workers, and hence, discriminate against 
them based on sexuality, should be abolished as well. Without making these changes, 
actors in the red light district will continue living out unequal relations in their routine 























The traffic light changed to green, and a red man appeared. Vehicles on the main 
Geylang Road drove past the area quickly, on their way to somewhere else. Nearly every 
roadside shops had their shutters down, with tables and chairs that accommodated patrons 
earlier stored away. Most signboards were unlit, their brilliant colors replaced by dull 
grey. The aroma of food had disappeared from the passageway that cut through the shop 
houses, leaving behind stale, cool air mingled with dust. Debris like cigarette butts, tissue 
papers and red plastic bags were strewn messily on the ground. Morning cleaners would 
sweep them away in a few more hours.  
  Empty cabs queued by the road, with their roof lights lit up and engines 
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